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Abstract 
In the process of investment choices, human attention is a scarce resource and thus 

investors need to be selective given the large amount of information accessible and their 

limited attention. We examine how investor attention affects stock price movements in 

four different European markets. In accordance with prior research and motivated by the 

fact that media coverage or advertisements does not guarantee attention, we use Google 

search volume of company names as a proxy for investor attention attracted by a specific 

company. Our results suggest that an increase in search volume is asscoiated with higher 

trading volume and liquidity. We conclude that the increased liquidity is most likely due 

to changes in asymmetric information costs. Moreover, in three out of four markets, we 

find a short-term positive relationship between search volume and return. In contrast, in 

one market, our results reveal a temporarily negative relationship between search volume 

and return. We attribute this observation to differences in the level of economic 

uncertainty. 
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1. Introduction 
”You have time to read only a limited number of research papers. How did you choose 

to read this paper? Investors have time to weigh the merits of only a limited number of 

stocks. Why do they consider some stocks and not others?” 

– Barber and Odean (2008) 

  

The behaviour of investors is one of the most discussed topics within financial economic 

theory. To better understand the dynamics of the stock market, investor behaviour must 

first and foremost be analysed and characterised. The topic of investor behaviour has been 

studied by numerous researchers and historically researchers assumed people to be 

rational beings making optimal investment decisions based on the fact that all information 

is available. This assumption is for example one of the main pillars in the efficient market 

hypothesis (Fama, 1965), but since it simplifies reality with respect to human behaviour, 

it has also been subject to criticism. When making decisions, one first has to decide a set 

of options to consider. In situations where options are many, the alternatives which draw 

the most attention are most likely to be considered, and consequently chosen.  

 

In the process of investment choices, Kahneman (1973) states that human attention is a 

scarce resource and thus investors need to be selective given the large amount of 

information accessible and their limited attention. Since media coverage or 

advertisements does not guarantee attention unless it is read or observed, recent scholars 

use online search volume as a measure of investor attention. Moreover, in the past ten 

years, search engines have played a significant role in the global digital infrastructure and 

have evolved to represent much more than just an information tool. In particular, the 

volume of searches indicates both the amount of interest for a specific keyword as well 

as a prediction of what will happen in the future (Rangaswamy, Giles and Seres, 2009). 

Several scholars find evidence that search volume on Google is correlated with stock 

market movements in terms of asset prices, stock returns, trading volume and illiquidity 

(Da, Engelberg and Gao, 2011; Joseph, Wintoki and Zhang, 2011; Bank, Larch and Peter, 

2011; Vlastakis and Markellos, 2012; Takeda and Wakao, 2014). 
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This study will also assess the effect of investor attention on the stock market, by using 

Google search volume of company names as a proxy for investor attention, in accordance 

with previous literature. We apply this attention measure to all stocks that compose each 

country’s leading stock index, namely OMXS30, OMXC25, IBEX35 and PSI20, between 

January 2009 and December 2019, with data from Datastream and Google Trends. In 

particular, the study aims to investigate the relationship between investor attention and 

trading volume, illiquidity and return in Southern and Northern European markets. This 

division in geography is a consequence of observed disparity between Southern and 

Northern Europe after the European sovereign debt crisis in 2009. Notably, major stock 

indices of Spain and Portugal are still below their pre-crisis high, whilst Denmark and 

Sweden already have more than doubled their market value (Investing 2020a; Investing 

2020b; Investing 2020c; Investing 2020d). Likewise, Spain still struggles with the high 

unemployment rate of 14,4% whereas the same rate is only 4,1% for Denmark (Trading 

Economics, 2020a; Trading Economics 2020b). Hence, as we assume Spain and 

Portugal’s stock market to be characterized by more uncertainty than Sweden and 

Denmark’s stock market, it is relevant to investigate how these different levels of 

uncertainty affect the relationship between investor attention and stock price movements. 

Notably previous literature provides evidence that people invest differently in times of 

uncertainty (Andrei and Hasler, 2015; Heiberger, 2015; Vlastakis and Markellos, 2012; 

Karlsson, Loewenstein, and Seppi, 2009). We therefore aim to answer the following 

research question: 

 

“How does investor attention relate to trading volume, liquidity and stock return 

and how do these relationships differ across European markets?” 

 

We use two different approaches to test this, a univariate and a multivariate analysis 

explained in Section 4. The univariate analysis compares average stock characteristics of 

portfolios sorted on signed changes in Google search volume. In the multivariate analysis, 

we mimic previous research on the topic and regress the excess return and the abnormal 

trading volume, to examine the impact of search volume and control for a set of variables. 

In addition, we present a different approach compared to previous research when 

regressing illiquidity by using the high-low spread which has not, to our knowledge, been 
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studied in relation to investor attention before. Model specifications and the rationale 

behind the control variables are explained in more detail in the methodology, Section 4. 

  

Our contribution to the existing body of research on investor attention is two folded. First, 

to our knowledge, our study is the first to compare investor attention effects on stock 

market movements between Northern and Southern European countries. Second, our 

findings also provide a new angle on search volume in relation to illiquidity by using the 

high-low spread as a proxy for illiquidity, which further expands the results of previous 

literature on the topic. 

  

We find that all four indices have a positive relationship between search volume and 

trading volume in line with previous literature, with a somewhat stronger relationship for 

the indices of Denmark and Spain. Moreover, we find a significant negative relationship 

between search volume and the illiquidity measure, high-low spread, for the respective 

markets. Lastly, for the market indices of Sweden, Denmark and Portugal, there is a 

positive relationship between search volume and return, although weaker for Portugal. 

The same relationship for Spain is on the contrary negative. Consequently, we find that 

there are some discrepancies in the relationship between search volume and stock price 

movements across the four European markets, that appears to be more pronounced for 

stock return. We argue that the observed dissimilarities are a result of different levels of 

economic uncertainty in the markets. 

  

The rest of the study is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of previous 

literature of the topic at hand, leading up to our research hypotheses. Section 3 describes 

our data selection and data processing. Section 4 in turn outlines the methodology of the 

paper, ending with limitations. In Section 5 we present the results of our univariate and 

multivariate analyses which are then put into context in relation to previous research and 

further discussed and analysed in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the findings of this study. 

The final section 8 includes an application of the results and suggestions on future 

research. 
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2. Literature review 

2.1. Historical financial theory 

Behavioural finance has evolved as a reaction to previous research and historical 

empirical theory within finance. That is, there have been anomalies in previous theories 

in which constraints and assumptions are not subsequent with the real-life financial 

market and human behaviour (Slovic, 1972). The evolution of economic theory is not per 

se relevant for the research at hand but will be assessed for the understanding of why 

behavioural finance has become a big part of financial theory today and why it is of 

interest to this study. 

  

Before the evolvement of financial theory, decision making within finance was mainly 

made up of heuristics, rules of thumb and manipulation of accounting data where the 

focus was mainly on financial management (Merton, 1987).  A heuristic is defined by 

Gigerenzer and Wolfgang (2011) as a strategy that ignores part of the information, with 

the goal of making decisions more quickly, frugally, and/or accurately than more complex 

strategies. Put differently, a heuristic is a method that allows for suboptimal decisions 

through mental shortcuts. According to Howard (2013), the case against heuristics is that, 

because the heuristics are using mental shortcuts, they are inferior to more wide-ranging 

approaches. Gigerenzer (2008) criticises the use of heuristics and states that optimization 

is always better than the second-best results of heuristics. In addition, Gigerenzer (2008) 

claims that people rely on heuristics when making less important routine decisions due to 

cognitive limitations. Furthermore, Gigerenzer (2008) emphasizes that heuristics is not 

applicable to all people. In particular, individuals with greater cognitive capacities will 

make a decision based on complex weighting and integration of information, whereas 

people with less capacity will use heuristics (ibid). However, Howard (2013) states that 

heuristics can be helpful in specific situations where there are time constraints, 

uncertainties or costly to obtain superior information. This notion refers to Simon’s 

(1957) formalization of the term bounded rationality which refers to limitations in our 

cognitive capacities and the ability to make optimal decisions. Rationality is also bounded 

because there are limitations in the quality and quantity of information available and the 

time available before the decision must be made (ibid). 
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Following the rule of thumb and the heuristics era, more rational and theoretical 

approaches of financial theory evolved from the 1940s through the 1960s (Howard, 

2013). The forefront runners of theoretical finance were Morganstern and von Neumann 

(1953), who introduced the theory of expected utility where the decision maker was 

assumed to be rational and not biased. The rational decision maker, according to this 

theory, was assumed to possess characteristics such as completeness, all alternatives can 

be ranked in order by the person; transitivity, if alternative B is favoured over alternative 

A, and alternative C is favoured over alternative B, alternative C is favoured over 

alternative A; and continuity, if alternative A is preferred to B and B to C, the person 

would be indifferent in the alternative of B and a combination of A and C (Morganstern 

and Von Neumann, 1953).  

 

Following the assumptions of the rational decision maker, the expected utility curve, 

which includes utility in relation to money invested, was formed and later expanded to 

the modern portfolio theory developed by Markowitz (1952). Tobin (1958) further 

developed the modern portfolio theory by adding the risk-free asset to the curve. 

Furthermore, one of the major theories that emerged during the rational theory paradigm 

was the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) developed by Fama (1965). EMH suggests 

that one cannot regularly beat the market, since the market price of a stock reflects all 

information available and follows a random walk, i.e. price changes are random. (Fama, 

1965). Thus, assets always trade at fair value and this also supports the investment 

principle of broad diversification (ibid). An assumption adopted in the EMH is that 

investors have similar principles when it comes to risk and expected returns and these 

principles are consistent with the rational expectations that the investor is unbiased (ibid). 

Sharpe (1964) also adopted similar assumptions as Fama (1965), when introducing the 

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). CAPM is a methodology where asset price can be 

set with the basis of the market portfolio, the assets variability in returns in relation to the 

market and the risk-free asset (Sharpe 1964). An extension of the CAPM was later created 

by Fama and French (1993), where a three-factor model was employed to describe stock 

return (Fama and French, 1993). In short, the three stock market risk factors include an 

overall market factor, a company size factor and a book-to-market equity factor (ibid). 

The authors developed their model in 2014 by adding two stock market factors, 
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profitability and investment, since the three-factor model overlooked variations in returns 

associated with profitability and investment.  Hence the previous three-factor model was 

proven inadequate (Fama and French, 2014).  

 

This study will first and foremost study investor attention or investor recognition and how 

behaviour of investors affect return, trading activity and illiquidity. The phenomenon, 

investor attention, has its base in the next era of financial theory, namely behavioural 

finance. Behavioural finance began largely as a result of the criticism that was raised 

toward the assumptions within rational theories of finance (Howard, 2013). Ultimately, 

Slovic (1972) concludes that rational theories of finance did not take human emotions 

into account, which indeed are important drivers in human behaviour and how people 

make decisions. Hence, the behavioural finance model emphasizes investor behaviour 

leading to market inefficiencies and integrates the field sociology and psychology with 

financial theory (Howard, 2013). 

 

2.2. Behavioural finance 

In particular, there are two building blocks in behavioural finance: limits to arbitrage and 

cognitive psychology (Barberis and Thaler, 2013). Limits to arbitrage are derived from 

the various theoretical evidence that in a market where rational (arbitrageurs) and 

irrational investors (noise traders) interact, irrationality significantly affects pricing of 

assets in the long run in numerous cases (ibid). Cognitive psychology is the study of 

human beings’ cognition and their systematic patterns of error making (ibid).  

 

In regard to the perspectives on limits to arbitrage, Friedman (1953) provides the belief 

that if a price of an asset is different from its fundamental value, rational traders will 

quickly exploit this attractive investment opportunity and thereby correct the mispricing. 

Nevertheless, behavioural finance does not agree with the correction of the price, but 

rather it disputes it (Barberis and Thaler, 2013). The argument is that arbitrage strategies 

created to correct the mispricing can be both very costly and risky, hence making them 

unattractive (ibid). Consequently, this in turn can lead to the mispricing remaining on the 

market (ibid). Specifically, the arbitrageur faces risks that include fundamental risks, 

noise trader risks and implementation costs (ibid) The fundamental risk refers to the 
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uniqueness of companies, hence an arbitrageur cannot remove all fundamental risk with, 

for example, shorting a similar asset in the same industry as some risk is company specific 

(ibid). The noise trader risk is a form of market risk associated with the decisions of noise 

traders. Noise traders may be irrationally pessimistic and push the prices down, possibly 

making undervalued assets even more undervalued (ibid). Implementation costs consist 

of the transaction costs such as commission, bid-ask spreads and price impact which 

makes exploiting mispricing less attractive (ibid). Merton (1987) also underlines the cost 

of time when discovering and learning about mispricing and the costs of resources needed 

to act on it. These costs are thus included in implementation costs as well (Barberis and 

Thaler, 2013).  

 

Furthermore, the second building block in behavioural finance, cognitive psychology 

theory, was formed mostly due to the evidence of irrationality (Barberis and Thaler, 

2013).  Economists turned to the experimental evidence of how people form beliefs and 

preferences, which were compiled by cognitive psychologists (ibid). How people form 

beliefs is closely related to how agents form expectations which is a crucial component 

in financial models (ibid). Overconfidence, optimism and wishful thinking, 

representativeness, conservatism, belief perseverance, anchoring and availability biases 

are some of the beliefs which psychologists have found that people form in practice (ibid). 

People act overconfident in their judgement both when it comes to estimating quantities 

and probabilities of something happening (Alpert and Raiffa, 1982; Fischhoff, Slovic and 

Lichstenstien, 1977). Optimism and wishful thinking originate from the notion that 

people think too much of themselves in the matter of their own capabilities and prospects. 

For example, Wienstien (1980) found that 90 percent of people who answered surveys 

think they are above average in standard skills, such as, sense of humour or driving. 

Kahneman and Tversky (1974) explain the representative heuristic and exemplify that if 

there is a data set A and a model B, people evaluate the probability that data set A belongs 

to model B in how much of the characteristics in model B that can be reflected by data 

set A. In other words, people do not take long-term averages in account but rather rely 

too much on recent experience, which is also known as sample size neglect or law of 

small numbers (Rabin, 2002). Moreover, Rabin (2002) shows that individuals believe that 

a financial analyst is talented at his job after only four successful stock picks. The 
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conservatism bias is established when people rely too much on the past long-term- beliefs, 

practices, analyses and commitments even though they might start to be proven wrong or 

counterproductive (Howard, 2013). Hence, people underreact when changes occur, 

meaning that the conservatism bias is in conflict with the representativeness bias.  

 

Belief perseverance is closely related to the conservatism bias. Lord, Ross and Lepper 

(1979) argues that people tend to hold on to their opinion for too long and too hard. The 

authors also show that people are unwilling to search for proof that conflicts with their 

opinion and if such proof is found, they are very sceptical about it (Lord, Ross and Lepper, 

1979). Furthermore, anchoring is when people form estimates from an initial value 

(Kahneman and Tversky, 1974). For instance, if a person is asked to approximate a 

number from 0 to 100 and the question is formed as: “Is the number lower/higher than 

X?”, the person is significantly affected by the number X and will choose an estimation 

closer to this number (Kahneman and Tversky, 1974). Lastly, Kahneman and Tversky 

(1974) argues that when deciding on a probability of occurrence of an event, one will 

search for relevant information in their memories. Thus, more available or recent events 

will weigh more heavily and alter the estimate (ibid).  This is called the availability bias 

and is, for example, evident when an investor chooses a portfolio based on the companies 

that do the most advertising or which company he/she has the most recent information on 

(ibid).  

 

Another part of behavioural finance is prospect theory, developed by Tversky and 

Kahneman (1992). In short, the prospect theory concludes that gains and losses are valued 

differently and thus investors make decisions grounded on the perceived gains rather than 

on the perceived losses. Tversky and Kahneman (1992) suggests that if individuals are 

presented with a choice between two estimated outcomes, both identical, they would 

choose the one which is presented with potential gains, rather than potential losses. This 

is due to the fact that losses trigger a larger emotional impact than does a corresponding 

amount of gain (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992). 
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2.3. Investor attention  

In traditional asset pricing models, the assumption that all information is incorporated 

into price models, as mentioned above, requires that investors are able to allocate 

adequate attention to the asset. In fact, attention is a scarce cognitive resource and thus 

investors need to be selective in the process of investment choices given the large amount 

of information accessible and their limited attention (Kahneman, 1973). Due to the 

bounded rationality of human beings, investors are faced with a substantial search 

problem when buying a stock (Barber and Odean, 2008). When alternatives are many and 

differ on multiple dimensions, investors limit the choice set to manage the choice (ibid). 

Odean (1999) provides the notion that investors manage the search problem of stocks by 

limiting their search to which their attention has been drawn. Investors may for example 

only think of buying stocks they have read about or heard about, depending on their 

personal preferences. In contrast, stocks that have not caught the attention of the 

uninformed investor, are often ignored. Barber and Odean (2008) posit that the attention 

attracted by an investor is more likely to affect the buying behaviour rather than the 

selling behaviour. The rationale is that investors generally sell from the few stocks they 

own. However, Barber and Odean (2008) conclude that this does not apply to institutional 

investors as they often experience a significant search problem when selling due to the 

routine of short selling. In addition, as professional investors are able to monitor a wider 

range of alternatives, they are less likely to indulge in attention-grabbing stocks (Barber 

and Odean, 2008). 

 

Merton (1987) introduces the concept of investor recognition and argues that investor 

attention is relevant for the pricing of stocks. In Merton’s model, the difference in investor 

recognition for securities leads to imperfect diversification and thus larger idiosyncratic 

risk for which the investor requires compensation. Merton (1987) argues that value 

decreases as the required rate of return increases with less degree of investor recognition. 

Hence, one would expect a positive relationship, in the short run but a negative 

relationship, in the long run, between change in search volume and future returns. A 

further number of studies provide evidence in which limited attention can affect stock 

price movements as well as other variables. However, when testing theories about 

attention, it is difficult to provide measures of investor attention. While Barber and Odean 
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(2008) use trading volume and extreme returns as an indirect proxy of investor attention, 

other proxies include media coverage (Fang and Peress, 2009), advertising expenditures 

(Grullon, Kanatas and Weston, 2004) and investor sentiment (Schmeling, 2009). Grullon, 

Kanatas, and Weston (2004), for instance, points out that a company’s advertising 

increases investors’ familiarity with the companies and that individual investors are more 

likely to hold familiar stocks.   

 

However, as media coverage or advertisements does not guarantee attention unless it is 

read or observed, recent scholars use online search volume as a measure of investor 

attention. In the past ten years, search engines have played a significant role in the global 

digital infrastructure and have evolved to represent much more than just an information 

tool (Rangaswamy, Giles and Seres, 2009). In particular, the volume of searches indicates 

both the amount of interest for a specific keyword as well as a prediction of what will 

happen in the future (ibid). Choi and Varian (2012), for example use search behaviour to 

predict automotive sales, tourism and home sales. Da, Engelberg and Gao (2011) propose 

a new and direct measure of investor attention using search frequency in Google’s search 

volume index (SVI)  and study the relation between investor attention and asset prices. 

Being the most commonly used search engine, accounting for more than 90 percent 

market share worldwide in 2020 (Webfx, 2020), Google is thus likely to be representative 

of the internet search behaviour of the general population (Da, Engelberg and Gao 

(2011).  

 

Using a sample of Russell 3000 stocks from 2004 to 2008, Da, Engelberg and Gao (2011) 

provide evidence that SVI captures the attention of individual investors in a more timely 

manner and conclude that an increase in SVI can predict higher stock prices in the short 

run.  Several other studies support this claim and document that the search volume in 

Google is positively related to stock returns and trading volume (Joseph, Wintoki and 

Zhang, 2011; Bank, Larch and Peter, 2011; Vlastakis and Markellos, 2012; Takeda and 

Wakao, 2014). In contrast, Heiberger (2015) studies the search volumes provided by 

Google for all companies listed in the Standard & Poor’s 100 between 2004 and 2014 and 

finds that Google Trends data can be used as an indicator for “bad news” and subsequent 

falling prices. That is, in times of great uncertainty, the need to gather information about 
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investment assets seems to be particularly high. Simultaneously, due to increased media 

coverage about economic issues in times of financial turmoil, everyday conversations are 

more likely to incorporate these topics (Heiberger, 2015). In like manner, Garcia (2013) 

show that investors react stronger to news during a recession than an expansion. On the 

contrary, Karlsson, Loewenstein, and Seppi (2009) argue that investors acquire 

information and monitor their portfolios more actively in rising markets than in falling 

markets. Hence, the “ostrich effect” predicts that investors avoid apparent risky financial 

situations by pretending they do not exist. Essentially, the mixed evidence provides the 

view that there is no consensus whether investors are more attentive toward news during 

a recession (Karlsson, Loewenstein, and Seppi, 2009).  

 

Furthermore, Andrei and Hasler (2015) study investor attention and stock market 

volatility using Google search data to proxy for investors’ attention and show that stock 

return variance increases quadratically with both attention and uncertainty. In bad times 

when investors pay high attention to news, investors immediately incorporate information 

into prices and volatility increases. As investors are more informed, uncertainty tends to 

be low which finally results in lower volatility. In line with Andrei and Hasler (2015) and 

Vlastakis and Markellos (2012), Hamid and Heiden (2015) confirm that investor attention 

is a driver of volatility in the short run. Hamid and Heiden (2015) also report that in high-

volatility market phases, prediction accuracy increases with investor attention. Vlastakis 

and Markellos (2012) show a positive correlation between information demand and 

investor risk aversion. Generally, when the state of the economy is changed, the average 

level of risk aversion is elevated, and investors are more motivated to reduce uncertainty 

and thus demand more information. Consequently, the increased investor concern can be 

translated into higher volatility (Vlastakis and Markellos, 2012). When the cost of 

obtaining information is minimal, as is the case with the internet, acquiring information 

is particularly appealing to risk-averse investors (ibid).  

 

In terms of liquidity, Bank, Larch and Peter (2011) study the German stock market and 

find that an increase in the search volume of company names is followed by a decrease 

in stock illiquidity. The authors attribute the decrease in stock illiquidity to a reduction in 

asymmetric information costs. Additionally, this effect seems to be particularly strong for 
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companies with low market capitalization (Bank, Larch and Peter, 2011). Standard 

market microstructure theory argues that illiquidity is determined by market friction, 

resulting from the costs of processing orders such as fees or taxes, from inventory risk of 

market makers and from asymmetric information (Stoll, 2003). Market makers assume 

inventory risk for which they must be compensated, due to possible adverse public 

information after the trade (ibid). The information effect arises when some investors have 

superior information (ibid). With regard to this rationale, Bank, Larch and Peter (2011) 

thus attribute the observed negative relationship between search volume and illiquidity to 

a reduction in information costs. That is, Bank, Larch and Peter (2011) cannot reason why 

a change in search volume should impact either exogenous transaction costs or the 

inventory risk. 

 

In the same manner, Ding and Hou (2015) suggest that an increase in investor attention 

measured by the SVI contributes to an enlarged shareholder base, resulting in a reduced 

bid-ask spread and increased liquidity. This result is consistent with the evidence of a 

“home bias”, the notion that investors are more likely to invest in companies they are 

more familiar with and suggests that increased investor attention can predict subsequent 

trading activity (Ding and Hou, 2015). With similar reasoning, Grullon, Kanatas and 

Weston (2004) find that companies that have greater advertising expenditures are 

associated with an increased number of shareholders and improved liquidity of its stock. 

When studying the French market, Aouadi, Arouri and Teulon (2013) provide further 

evidence that investor attention, measured by Google search volume, is strongly 

correlated with trading volume and is a significant determinant of the stock market 

illiquidity and volatility. What is more, the link between trading volume and volatility is 

also verified by Aouadi, Arouri and Teulon (2013). 

 

2.4 Hypotheses development 

First, we develop a hypothesis, on the relationship between search volume and trading 

volume. As discussed above, several scholars document that search volume is positively 

related to trading activity. Moreover, the positive correlation between search volume and 

volatility suggest that investor attention has a positive impact on the trading activity of a 

searched stock. Although there is mixed evidence in regard to trading activity during 
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uncertainty, the majority of previous studies conclude that the trading activity increases 

with attention and uncertainty. When the state of the economy is changed, investors are 

more motivated to reduce uncertainty and demand more information. Vlastakis and 

Markellos (2012) as well as Andrei and Hasler (2015) show that increased investor 

concern is followed by higher volatility.  As previously mentioned, we assume Spain and 

Portugal’s stock market to be characterized by more uncertainty than Sweden and 

Denmark’s stock market, resulting from the European sovereign debt crisis. All things 

considered, we present the following hypothesis: 

 

Hypothesis 1a. The Google search volume is positively correlated with trading activity.  

Hypothesis 1b. The positive relationship between the Google search volume and trading 

activity is stronger for IBEX35 and PSI20 than for OMXS30 and OMXC25. 

 

Second, in accordance with earlier findings, we hypothesize that the influence of search 

volume on illiquidity will be negative. Bank, Larch and Peter (2011) reason that an 

increase in search volume is followed by a decrease in stock illiquidity most likely due to 

a reduction in asymmetric information costs. Thus, we pose the following hypothesis:  

 

Hypothesis 2. The Google search volume is negatively correlated with illiquidity.  

 

Lastly, we develop a hypothesis on the relationship between investor attention and stock 

prices. Several previous studies (Da, Engelberg and Gao, 2011; Joseph, Wintoki and 

Zhang, 2011; Bank, Larch and Peter, 2011; Vlastakis and Markellos, 2012; Takeda and 

Wakao, 2014) provide evidence that search volume captures the attention of individual 

investors and that stock prices tend to increase with investor attention. Barber and Odean 

(2008) refer to this buying behaviour as the “price pressure hypothesis”. Hence, we expect 

the companies, in the respective stock indices, to provide evidence consistent with the 

price pressure hypothesis. However, Heiberger (2015) underlines an opposing effect in 

times of great uncertainty in which search volume can be used to predict falling prices 

due to the increased demand for information. Among the four stock markets included in 

this study, Heiberger’s reasoning is plausibly most applicable to the Spanish and 

Portuguese stock markets, as we assume these markets to be characterized by more 
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uncertainty than the Swedish and Danish stock markets. Therefore, we hypothesize that 

evidence of the “price pressure hypothesis” will not be as evident in the Spanish and 

Portuguese market in comparison to the Swedish and Danish. Thus, we can formulate the 

following hypothesis:  

 

Hypothesis 3a. The Google search volume is positively correlated with stock returns in 

the short run.  

Hypothesis 3b. The positive relationship between the Google search volume and stock 

return is stronger for OMXS30 and OMXC25 than for IBEX35 and PSI20.  
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3. Data  

3.1. Google Trends 

Google Trends provide access to a large sample of data representative of all actual search 

requests made on Google, dating back to January 2004. Google Trends normalizes search 

data to the time and location of a query, scaling the results on a range of 0 to 100 based 

on a topic’s proportion to all searches. Consequently, Google Trend allow us to compare 

relative popularity of a search query. In other words, search term popularity changes when 

the query’s search volume changes and if the total number of searches changes. Google 

Trend can also filter out search volume to obtain search queries made only in a specific 

country. In this paper we use the Google search data as a direct proxy of investor attention. 

(Google Trends, 2020) 

 

3.2. Keyword selection  

To capture attention paid towards specific stocks Da, Engelberg and Gao (2011) and 

Joseph, Wintoki and Zhang (2011) study the SVI for stock ticker symbols. Conversely, 

several studies (Bank, Larch and Peter, 2011; Vlastakis and Markellos, 2012; Takeda and 

Wakao, 2014) use company name instead of ticker symbol as search term on Google. Da, 

Engelberg and Gao (2011) formulate two potential problems when using company name. 

First, investors who search for the company may do so for reasons unrelated to investing. 

Second, as companies sometimes have several variations of its name, investors may 

search different keywords for the same company.  Vlastakis and Markellos (2012) 

address the first problem and argue that components irrelevant to investment reasons, are 

either random noise or purely deterministic (i.e., seasonality or time trend) and thus can 

be dealt with using appropriate pre-processing of the data.  Vlastakis and Markellos 

(2012) overcome the latter problem by examining all variations of the company name and 

choosing the keywords with the largest search volume.  

 

Having established the two apparent alternatives for the search term, this paper uses the 

company name as search term on Google, to measure investor attention. Our reasoning is 

in accordance with the assumptions of Vlastakis and Markellos (2012) regarding the 

issues identified by Da, Engelberg and Gao (2011), who state that the components 

irrelevant to investment reasons are random. Considering the different variations of 
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search terms for a company name, we also study multiple search terms of a company and 

exclude the abbreviations not suitable for our analysis. In addition, as the markets we 

study are relatively small, using only the stock ticker symbols will result in a data set with 

a large number of zeros. Returning a zero value on Google Trends means that search is 

made by very few people (Google Trends, 2020).  

 

3.3. Sample selection 

In order to avoid problems arising from too small search volumes, resulting in a data set 

of many zeros, this study focuses on the companies that compose each country’s leading 

stock index. Since smaller companies usually are less known to the public, less attention 

is paid toward these companies and the search data is thus limited. In accordance with 

investors' home bias, we believe that searches from foreign countries are more likely to 

be irrelevant for investment reasons. Hence, a company’s search volume data is restricted 

to requests of users localized in the home country. 

 

We retrieve weekly search volume data from Google Trends website (Google Trends, 

2020) in the form of time series data for each company within the leading indices for the 

period January 2009 and December 2019. The sample used in this study includes 28 

stocks traded on OMXS30 (Sweden), 17 traded on OMXC25 (Denmark), 22 traded on 

IBEX35 (Spain) and 13 traded on PSI20 (Portugal).  Table (1)-(4) describes our sample 

selection process. Specifically, we exclude stocks that meet at least one of the following 

criteria: (1) Stocks that have changed name during the study period. (2) Stocks that lack 

financial data during the study period due to delisting or mergers and acquisitions for 

example. (3) Stocks that lack Google search volume data during the study period. When 

a stock presents more than 5 weeks with a search volume of zero, we do not include it in 

the sample. (4) One of the stocks of companies that are dual listed, i.e. have both A and 

B listings on the index. Overall, we exclude 2 stocks from OMXS30, 8 stocks from 

OMXC25, 13 stocks from IBEX30 and 5 stocks from PSI20. Monthly search volume data 

is computed based on weekly data.  
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Table 1.  
Companies included in OMXS30. This table presents the companies included in 
OMXS30 and if included, its corresponding search term. CN denotes an exclusion 
due to change of company name during the study period.  FD denotes an exclusion 
due to lack of financial data. SD denotes an exclusion due to lack of search volume 
data. DL denotes an exclusion due to dual stock listing.  

Company Search Term Inclusion 
(Yes/No) 

Reason for 
exclusion 

ABB Ltd ABB Y  
Alfa Laval Alfa Laval Y  
Autoliv SDB Autoliv Y  
ASSA ABLOY B Assa Abloy Y  
Atlas Copco A Atlas Copco Y  
Atlas Copco B  N DL 
AstraZeneca AstraZeneca Y  
Boliden Boliden Y  
Electrolux B Electrolux Y  
Ericsson B Ericsson Y  
Essity B  N CN 
Getinge B Getinge Y  
Hexagon B Hexagon Y  
H&M H&M Y  
Investor B Investor Y  
Kinnevik B Kinnevik Y  
Nordea Bank Abp Nordea Y  
Sandvik Sandvik Y  
SCA B SCA Y  
SEB SEB Y  
Securitas Securitas Y  
Sv. Handelsbanken A Handelsbanken Y  
Skanska B Skanska Y  
SKF B SKF Y  
SSAB A SSAB Y  
Swedbank A Swedbank Y  
Swedish Match Swedish Match Y  
Tele2 B Tele2 Y  
Telia Company Telia Y  
Volvo B Volvo Y  
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Table 2.  
Companies included in OMXC25. This table presents the companies included in 
OMXC25 and if included, its corresponding search term. CN denotes an exclusion 
due to change of company name during the study period.  FD denotes an exclusion 
due to lack of financial data. SD denotes an exclusion due to lack of search volume 
data. DL denotes an exclusion due to dual stock listing. 

Company Search Term Inclusion 
(Yes/No) 

Reason for 
exclusion 

A.P. Møller - Mærsk A Mærsk  Y  
A.P. Møller - Mærsk B  N DL 
Ambu Ambu Y  
Carlsberg B Carlsberg Y  
Chr. Hansen Holding  N FD 
Coloplast B Coloplast Y  
Danske Bank Danske Bank Y  
Demant  N CN 
DSV Panalpina DSV Y  
FLSmidth & Co. FLSmidth Y  
Genmab  N FD 
GN Store Nord GN Store Nord Y  
ISS  N FD 
Jyske Bank Jyske Bank Y  
Lundbeck Lundbeck Y  
Novo Nordisk B Novo Nordisk Y  
Novozymes B Novozymes Y  
Pandora  N FD 
Rockwool Int. B  N SD 
Royal UNIBREW Royal UNIBREW Y  
SimCorp SimCorp Y  
Topdanmark Danske Forsikring Y  
Tryg Tryg Y  
Vestas Wind Systems Vestas Y  
Ørsted  N CN 
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Table 3.  
Companies included in IBEX35. This table presents the companies included in IBEX35 and 
if included, its corresponding search term. CN denotes an exclusion due to change of 
company name during the study period.  FD denotes an exclusion due to lack of financial 
data. SD denotes an exclusion due to lack of search volume data. DL denotes an exclusion 
due to dual stock listing. 

Company Search Term Inclusion 
(Yes/No) 

Reason for 
exclusion 

Inditex Inditex Y  
Banco Santander Banco Santander Y  
Iberdrola Iberdrola  Y  
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria BBVA Y  
Telefonica Telefonica Y  
Amadeus IT  N FD 
ArcelorMittal ArcelorMittal Y  
Repsol Repsol  Y  
CaixaBank  N CN 
NATURGY ENERGY GROUP  N CN 
Aena  N FD 
Endesa Endesa Y  
GRIFOLS Grifols Y  
IAG IAG N SD 
Ferrovial Ferrovial  Y  
Grupo ACS Grupo ACS Y  
Bankia S.A.  N FD 
Red Electrica Corporacion Red Electrica Y  
Mapfre Mapfre Y  
Banco Sabadell Banco Sabadell Y  
Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy SA  N CN 
Bankinter Bankinter Y  
Enagas Enagas Y  
Merlin Properties  N FD 
Cellnex Telecom  N FD 
Acciona Acciona Y  
Inmobiliaria  N FD 
Acerinox Acerinox Y  
Viscofan Viscofan Y  
Melia Hotels  N FD 
Mediaset Espana Mediaset Y  
Cie Automotive  N FD 
Indra Sistemas Indra Sistemas Y  
Tecnicas Reunidas Tecnicas Reunidas Y  
DIA  N FD 
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Table 4.  
Companies included in PSI20. This table presents the companies included in PSI20 
and if included, its corresponding search term. CN denotes an exclusion due to 
change of company name during the study period.  FD denotes an exclusion due to 
lack of financial data. SD denotes an exclusion due to lack of search volume data. 
DL denotes an exclusion due to dual stock listing. 

Company Search Term Inclusion 
(Yes/No) 

Reason for 
exclusion 

Galp Galp Y  
EDP EDP Y  
Jeronimo Martins Jeronimo Martins Y  
EDP Renovaveis EDP Renovaveis Y  
BCP BCP Y  
Navigator  N CN 
NOS  N CN 
Sonae Sonae Y  
Altri Altri Y  
REN REN Y  
Corticeira Amorim Corticeira Amorim Y  
Semapa Semapa Y  
Mota Engil Mota Engil Y  
CTT  N FD 
Ibersol Ibersol Y  
F Ramada Investimentos  Y SD 
Sonae Capital Sonae Capital Y  
Pharol  N CN 

 
 

 

3.4. Capital market data 

We obtain daily closing prices, ask and bid prices, high and low prices and the number of 

stocks traded and outstanding, from Thomson Reuters Datastream (Datastream 

International, 2020).  Furthermore, we obtain daily data for the Fama and French 

European five factors as well as for the risk-free rate from the data library of Kenneth 

French (French, 2020). As aforementioned, we employ financial data for the time period 

that spans from January 2009 and December 2019 and remove the companies that lack 

financial data. The definition and calculation of the variables of interest, will be outlined 

in detail in the next section.  
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4. Methodology 
To test the hypotheses formed in Section 2, we first investigate whether the search volume 

can serve as a proxy for investor attention by looking at the relationship between search 

volume and trading activity. Furthermore, we examine the relationship between search 

volume and stock liquidity to ascertain whether increased Google search volume can 

decrease or increase asymmetric information. Lastly, we investigate how search volume 

is correlated with stock return in the short run. We begin our analysis by conducting a 

univariate analysis, comparing average stock characteristics of portfolios, sorted on 

signed changes in Google search volume. To further deepen our analysis, we include 

alternative measures of illiquidity in the univariate analysis. In addition, we perform 

regression models where the abnormal trading volume, high-low spread and excess stock 

return is modelled as a function of search volume, controlling for a set of variables 

detailed below.  

 

4.1. Univariate analysis 

4.1.1. Financial variables 

Trading activity can be measured in multiple ways. In this study, trading volume and 

turnover rate will be employed. Trading volume is a common and widely used trading 

activity measure, employed by Bank, Larch. and Peter (2011) and Chordia, Roll and 

Subrahmanyam (2001) among others. This measure shows how many shares that are 

transacted each day and is computed from the equation below (Nasdaq, 2020a).  

 

!"!,# = 	ln	("(!,#)!,#) (1) 

 

"(!,# is the number of shares traded of stock i at time t and )!,# represents the price of 

stock i at time t. To estimate the trading volume, the natural logarithm of the number of 

shares traded  "(!,# multiplied by the price )!,# is computed. 

 

Another trading activity measure is the turnover rate. In standard portfolio theory, the 

stock turnover rate has been described as the most natural measure when it comes to 

trading activity (Lo and Wang, 2000). Intuitively, the turnover rate can be defined as the 
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measure of trading activity during a specific time frame (Nasdaq, 2020b). Thus, high 

turnover rate can be linked to higher transaction costs and distribution of capital gains 

(ibid). Turnover rate is calculated as: 

 

!(!,# =
"(!,#

+(,-!,#
 (2) 

 

"(!,# represents the number of shares traded at time t of stock i, as described above, and 

+(,-!,# is the number of shares outstanding at time t of stock i. 

 

As aforementioned, this study will also examine search volume in relation to stock return. 

The stock return shows the percentage-change in stock value over a specified period 

(Nasdaq, 2020c). The return equation is as follows: 

 

./!!,# =
)!,# − )!,#$%
)!,#$%

 (3) 

 

)!,#	represents the adjusted close price of stock i at time t. 

 

Volatility is a risk measure during a set time period which is based on the standard 

deviation of the stock return (Nasdaq, 2020d). Following previous studies which 

investigate market volatility, we also proxy volatility by using the standard deviation of 

returns (Barnea and Logue, 1975). 

 

,!1"!,# = 2
∑()!,# − )4)&

5 − 1
				 (4) 

 

	)4 is the average price during a time period, )!,#	is the price of stock i at time t and n is 

the number of observations.  

 

The illiquidity measure employed in this study is the high-low spread estimator which 

was developed by Corwin and Schultz (2012). This measure is an alternative estimation 

of the bid-ask spread using high and low prices (Corwin and Schultz, 2012). The high-
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low spread measure is based on two ideas. First, the end of the day high prices are related 

to trades which are buyer-initiated, and the end of the day low prices are seller-initiated 

(Corwin and Schultz, 2012). Second, the volatility factor included in the high-to-low price 

ratio increases proportionately with time, while the factor due to bid-ask spread does not 

(ibid). Corwin and Schultz (2012) claim that the high-low spread is more effective 

compared to the bid-ask spread as it captures liquidity more broadly. Provided that price 

pressure from large orders often lead to execution at daily high or low prices, the high-

low spread captures these transitory price effects in addition to the bid-ask spread (ibid). 

The estimator is computed as follows: 

 

- − 7	,89:;<!,# =
2(:' − 1)
1 + :'

 (5) 

! = !"#$%"$&
!'%#√#& −$ )

!'%#√#&		;& = 'ln **!,#+!,#
+,
#
+ 'ln **!,#$%+!,#$%

+,
#
;. = 'ln *,-./*!,#,*!,#$%1,23/+!,#,+!,#$%1

+,
#
 

 
 

 

-!,#	is the high price at day t of stock i and 7!,# is the low price of stock i at day t. It is 

noted that only the high and low prices from two following days are needed to compute 

the spread.  

 

4.1.2. SVI in relation to the variables 

4.1.2.1 SVI sorting 

For every week the stocks are sorted according to their weekly change of search volume 

on Google and three quantiles are computed, with an approximately equal number of 

stocks, for each market index. Hence, each stock is assigned to a quantile portfolio, 

defined as small, medium or large, according to its weekly change in search volume. For 

example, OMXS30 includes 28 stocks where the portfolio small consists of the 9 stocks 

which have the lowest change in search volume, whereas the portfolio large consists of 

the 9 stocks which have the highest change in search volume. For every week the stocks 

are sorted again according to that week's search volume. A large signed change refers to 

a change that is large relative to other changes (i.e. more positive or less negative). In the 

case where the stocks cannot be divided by three, we aim to keep the portfolio large and 

small to contain the same number of stocks as our analysis is based on the difference 
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between these averages. The same sorting method is used when computing portfolios 

based on monthly changes in search volume. The analysis is then based on average 

portfolio characteristics for the three portfolios as well as the difference between the 

portfolio large and small.  

 

4.1.2.2. SVI and trading volume 

Trading volume has been calculated on daily data using Equation (1), and the change is 

calculated by subtracting the trading volume of the current day with the day before. To 

facilitate a comparison between different markets and variables, we standardize the 

change such that the mean is equal to 0 and the standard deviation is equal to 1. The daily 

data is further converted into a weekly and monthly frequency, by computing the weekly 

and monthly averages. The averages of the standardized trading volume change are then 

computed for the portfolios small, medium and large respectively, for each week and 

month for each index. Next, the averages for the entire study period are calculated for 

each of the three portfolios for each index. To determine if there is a significant difference 

from zero between the trading volume averages of the portfolio large and small, a t-test 

is applied. 

 

4.1.2.3. SVI and turnover rate 

Equation (2) is used for the calculation of the turnover rate. Similar to the trading volume, 

we compute the daily change which is then standardized and converted into weekly and 

monthly averages. Next, the averages of the turnover rate change are computed for the 

three search volume portfolios for each week and month for each index as well as for the 

entire study period. A t-test is also performed to test whether there is a significant 

difference between the averages of the portfolio large and small. 

 

4.1.2.4. SVI and return 

Return is obtained from Equation (3) which is then converted to weekly and monthly 

frequencies. The average weekly and monthly return is also calculated for the portfolios 

small, medium and large and further averaged for the entire study period. The difference 

between large and small is obtained and averaged as well. The statistical significance of 

the relationship is also tested for, using a t-test.  
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4.1.2.5. SVI and volatility 

Three portfolios are created as mentioned above and the average weekly volatility is 

computed for each portfolio. The average for the entire study period is then calculated for 

each of the three portfolios as well as for the difference between the portfolio large and 

small. The statistical significance of the difference between large and small is also tested 

for, using a t-test.  

 

4.1.2.6. SVI and high-low spread 

The relationship between the search volume and the high-low spread is also tested. First, 

three portfolios are formed similar to the procedure above. Using the same procedure as 

for TV and TO, we standardize and compute weekly and monthly high-low spread 

averages for the three portfolios for each market index. The difference between the small 

and the large portfolio is also calculated. Lastly, we compute averages for the entire study 

period and test the difference between the portfolio large and small.  

 

4.1.3 Alternative illiquidity measures 

To further strengthen and test the robustness of the results of the univariate analysis, we 

employ three alternative measures for illiquidity in our analysis. Specifically, the 

relationship between investor attention and illiquidity is also tested using Amihud’s 

(2002) price impact ratio, the turnover price impact ratio and the relative bid-ask spread. 

The Amihud ratio (ILLIQ) proposed by Amihud (2002) and deployed by Bank, Larch 

and Peter (2011) among others, is the daily ratio of absolute stock return to its dollar 

volume, averaged over some period (Amihud, 2002). Put differently, it can be understood 

as the daily response associated with one dollar of trading. Since higher values of the ratio 

between daily return and dollar volume can be associated with more illiquid stocks, it can 

thus be interpreted as a proxy for illiquidity (ibid). ILLIQ is computed as follows: 

 

?77?@!,# =
1
+
A

B9!,#B
$"!,#	

)

#*%
 (6) 

 

N is the number of periods, $"!,#	represents the dollar volume of stock i at time t and 9!,# 

equals the return of stock i at time t.  
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Another illiquidity measure, frequently used in previous articles, is the relative bid-ask 

spread which incorporates transaction costs (Amihud and Mendelson, 1986; Eleswarapu, 

1997; Bank, Larch. and Peter, 2011). Amihud and Mendelson (1986) find that this ratio 

influences asset pricing in which the observed expected return is an increasing and 

concave function of the relative bid-ask spread. The measure is calculated as follows: 

 

,_./7!,# =
)E!,# − )F!,#

G
)E!,# + )F!,#

2 H
 (7) 

 

The relative bid-ask spread is estimated by subtracting the bidding price from the asking 

price of the same stock and dividing it by the mid-price at the same time, where )E!,# is 

the asking price and )F!,#  is the bidding price. The mid-price is the sum of the asking 

and bidding price divided by two.  

 

Moreover, Florackis et al. (2011) points out two major shortcomings of Amihud’s (2002) 

ILLIQ measure. First, the Amihud ratio does not consider the difference in market 

capitalization between companies, which in return gives this measure a substantial size 

bias (Florackis et al., 2011). In other words, even though a small cap company can have 

the same turnover ratio as a large cap company, it will always have a lower trading 

volume. This implies that the small cap company would be characterized as more illiquid 

due to its size (ibid). Second, Amihud’s (2002) ratio also assumes that trading frequency 

does not affect the liquidity of a stock because the ratio neglects investors’ holding 

horizons, assuming that trading frequency is similar across stocks (ibid).  Florackis et al. 

(2011) tries to address these limitations by forming a new ratio which includes these 

aspects. The turnover price impact replaces the denominator (dollar volume) in Amihud’s 

(2002) ILLIQ measure with the turnover rate: 

 

!)?!,# =
1
+
A

B9!,#B
!(!,#	

)

#*%
 (8) 

 

N is the number of periods, !(!,#	represents the turnover rate of stock i at time t and 9!,# 

equals the return of stock i at time t, as explained above. By using the turnover rate instead 
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of the absolute dollar volume this illiquidity measure enables comparability across 

different stocks and monetary markets (Florackis et al., 2011). Furthermore, this measure 

also eliminates the size bias which is evident in the ILLIQ ratio because the turnover rate 

is not affected by capitalization of the stock (ibid). 

 

In order to examine if the results in the univariate analysis are affected by size, we also 

compare the average market value for each portfolio sorted according to signed changes 

in search volume for each market index. The market value is stated in the local currency 

and in billions. Datastream International (2020) defines market value as the share price 

multiplied by shares outstanding, making the market value comparable to the market 

capitalization. Shares outstanding are updated when there has been a capital change or 

whenever new tranches of stock are issued. 

 

4.1.4 SVI in relation to the alternative illiquidity measures 

4.1.4.1. SVI and ILLIQ 

The ILLIQ measure has been calculated on daily data, and the change is calculated by 

subtracting the ILLIQ measure of the current day with the day before. Next, the change 

is standardized, and the weekly and monthly averages are computed for each portfolio for 

the respective indices, in the same way as described above. Following this, we obtain the 

average of illiquidity for each portfolio for the entire study period and compute the 

average difference between portfolio large and small. In closing, we conduct a t-test on 

this difference.  

 

4.1.4.2. SVI and relative bid-ask spread 

The daily change of the relative bid-ask spread ratio is standardized and averaged into 

weekly and monthly data. Again, the results are averaged for the three portfolios for each 

week and month and for the entire study period. Furthermore, we obtain the difference 

between the portfolio large and small. This difference is also tested with a t-test.  

 

4.1.4.3. SVI and turnover price impact 

For the turnover price impact, Equation (8), the standardized change is computed for all 

the portfolios, analogous to the procedure above. The result is then transformed into 
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weekly and monthly data by averaging the daily and the weekly data respectively. The 

average turnover price impact for the study period is also obtained and the difference 

between the portfolio large and small is tested using a t-test.  

 

4.1.4.4. SVI and market value 

In order to examine whether the results in the univariate analysis are affected by size, the 

average market value is computed for the three portfolios in the same manner as the other 

variables. The average weekly and monthly market value, stated in billions and the local 

currency, is computed for the portfolio small, medium and large, for each market. These 

portfolios are then averaged for the study period and the difference between large and 

small is also computed. Once more, a t-test is applied to see if the market value difference 

between these portfolios is significantly different from zero.  

 

4.2 Multivariate analysis 

4.2.1. OLS regression model 

The model selected for our multivariate analysis, to test our hypotheses, is the ordinary 

least squared (OLS). Gujarati and Porter (2008) explain the OLS as a method to estimate 

the parameters of a multiple linear regression model, where the sum of squared residuals 

is minimized in order to obtain the OLS estimates. The OLS method presents the mean 

change in a dependent variable given one unit change in the independent variable 

(Gujarati and Porter, 2008).  For this study, we also apply control variables in the 

regression models in addition to the independent variable, search volume. This is done in 

order to assure that the link between the dependent and independent variable(s) are not 

affected by other factors. This particular model is chosen since it is easy to compute and 

if the assumptions are satisfied, the output of the estimator is unbiased and efficient. 

Moreover, this method is widely used by previous scholars (Gujarati and Porter, 

2008).  The OLS regression model is defined as: 

  

I!,# = 	J + K%L+ +⋯+ K,L# + N!,# 
(9) 
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I!,# is the dependent variable, K	is the parameter estimate that measures the shifts in the 

independent or control variable, X is the independent or control variable and N!,# is the 

error term (Gujarati and Porter, 2008). 

 

As the regression model specification is based on OLS, there are several assumptions that 

need to be satisfied to generate unbiased and efficient estimates of the regression 

coefficients. Assumption I state that the expected value of the error term is equal to zero 

whereas assumption II implies that all error terms have the same variance. If assumption 

I is violated, some covariates are collinear, i.e. the OLS estimates of these parameters will 

have a large variance. If assumption II is violated, the error term is heteroskedastic, which 

means that the model is not accurate for all input data. (Gujarati and Porter, 2008) 

 

Assumption I:  

/(N!,#) = 0 (10) 

 

Assumption II: 

";9(N!,#) = P-!
&  (11) 

 

In order to control for heteroskedasticity, we incorporate robust standard errors in all 

regressions. In addition, to control for multicollinearity between our independent 

variables, we compute correlation matrices for all the regressions, presented in Table 

(A1)-(A12) (See A1 below). From the correlation matrices, we observe that the highest 

correlation is 0,88 in Table A4 between Q5R"!,#$% and !"!,#$%, followed by a correlation 

of 0,35 for high-low spread and volatility. Overall, we find a high correlation between 

Q5R"!,#$% and !"!,#$% for Tables (A1)-(A4) but beyond that we find that the highest 

correlation is 0,39 in Table (A1). However, since we also use !(!,#$%, as a proxy for 

trading activity, we draw the conclusion that multicollinearity is not an issue.  
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Table A1.  
Correlation matrix for the OMXS30 illiquidity regression. This table presents time series means of 
weekly correlations for the independent variables in Eq. (18) of OMXS30.  

Variables △ ln 
SVIt-1 

ASVIt-1 
ln 
MVt-1 

RETt-1 STDVt-1 TVt-1 TOt-1 
H-L 
spreadt-1 

△ ln SVIt-1  1 0,661 0,006 0,016 0,084 0,023 0,010 0,006 

ASVIt-1   1  0,004 0,003 0,109 0,032 0,014 0,011 

ln MVt-1    1 -0,008 -0,201 0,624 -0,052 -0,194 

RETt-1     1 0,011 0,007 0,020 -0,025 

STDVt-1      1 0,125 0,229 0,389 

TVt-1       1 0,188 0,049 

TOt-1        1 0,195 

H-L spreadt-1         1 

 

 

4.2.2. Independent variables  

Following the paper of Takeda and Wakao (2014), Adachi, Musada and Takeda (2017) 

and Da, Engelberg and Gao (2011) we proxy the search volume used in the regression 

models, either by the natural logarithm of the weekly change in search volume, △ Q5SVI.,/, 

or by ASVI.,/. ASVI, first introduced by Da, Engelberg and Gao (2011), captures the 

abnormal search volume while adjusting for recent jumps in search volume. △ Q5SVI.,/ 

and ASVI.,/ are defined as follows: 

 

△ Q5SVI.,/ = Q5SVI.,/ − Q5SVI.,/$% (12) 

ASVI.,/ = Q5SVI.,/ − Q5	[Z:<[;5\SVI.,/$%,…,SVI.,/$1]] (13) 

 

4.2.3. ATV as dependent variable 

In accordance with Takeda et Wakao (2014) and Adachi, Masuda and Takeda (2017) we 

employ abnormal trading volume, ATV, and average abnormal trading volume, AATV, 

which are based on trading volume, TV (see Equation (1)). Similarly to the high-low 

spread, the abnormal trading volume can proxy for both liquidity and volatility (Adachi, 

Masuda and Takeda, 2017). To investigate the relationship between search volume and 

illiquidity as well as trading volume, we regress ATV on the Google search volume. In 
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addition, we use AATV as a control variable when regressing the stock return on search 

volume.  ATV and AATV are calculated as follows: 

 

E!"!,# =
!"!,# − !"!,234

!"!,234
 

 

(14) 
 

EE!"!,# =
∑ E!"!,#
5
!*%
+

 
(15) 

To examine whether the search volume have explanatory power on trading volume, as 

anticipated by the price pressure hypothesis the following model specifications are 

formed: 

E!"!,# = J + K%,"?!,# + K&EE!"!,# + N!,# (16) 

E!"!,# = J + K%,"?!,# + K&Q5R"!,# + K6 _
1
)!,#
` + N!,# 

(17) 

 

,"?!,# is the search volume variable which is proxied by either ASVI.,/ or △ Q5SVI.,/ of 

stock i at time t. In the first regression model we add the control variable EE!"!,#. For the 

second regression model we control for size and price where size is the natural logarithm 

of market value and )!,# is the stock price at time t. The inclusion of size and price is due 

to the fact that prior studies control for these, reasoning that smaller companies tend to 

draw less attention than larger companies from the press or analysts and because investors 

may be concerned of transaction costs  (Da, Engelberg and Gao, 2011; Bank et al., 2011; 

and Adachi, Masuda and Takeda, 2017). To facilitate a comparison, we standardize the 

coefficients of the control variable price, such that each of them has a mean equal to 0 

and a standard deviation of 1.  

 

4.2.4. High-low spread as dependent variable 

To examine if search volume has explanatory power on illiquidity, we regress the high-

low spread on the search volume captured by Google, controlling for other recognized 

determinants of illiquidity. Equation (18) shows the estimated multivariate regression in 
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which illiquidity of stock in week t is modelled as a function of the search volume and 

other lagged control variables.  

 

- − 7	,89:;<!,#
= 	J + K%- − 7	,89:;<!,#$% + K&,"?!,#$% + K6Q5R"!,#$%
+ K7./!!,#$% + K8,!1"!,#$% + K9!9;<[5a	Ebc[d[ce!,#$% + N!,# 

(18) 

 

The independent variable SVI can also be interpreted as 1-week lagging since this study 

employs the 1-week change in search volume. Additionally, the control variables are all 

1-week lagging. We apply this structure in order to resolve possible endogenous 

interrelationship between the stock’s illiquidity and its search volume, trading volume 

and other control variables. All variables are standardized with a mean equal to 0 and 

standard deviation of 1 for comparison purposes. The independent variable of interest for 

this study is the SVI variable proxied by either ASVI.,/$% or △ Q5SVI.,/$% of stock i at time 

t-1. The control variables for this regression are all determinants of illiquidity (Banks, 

2011) and include the natural logarithm of market value, Q5R"!,#$%, weekly stock return, 

./!!,#$%, weekly volatility expressed as the weekly standard deviation of daily stock 

returns, ,!1"!,#$%, weekly stock trading activity, !9;<[5a	Ebc[d[ce!,#$%, which is either 

the weekly trading volume, !"!,#$%, or the turnover rate, !(!,#$%. The 1-week lagged 

illiquidity measure, - − 7	,89:;<!,#$%, is also included to account for the dynamic 

relationship in a stock’s illiquidity. 

 

4.2.5. Excess return as dependent variable  

To test the Hypothesis 3a and Hypothesis 3b, we regress the excess return on the search 

volume and include the control variables of the Fama and French (2014) five-factor 

model, to assess whether the search volume has explanatory power on the stock return. 

As mentioned in the literature review, the Fama and French (2014) five-factor model uses 

five stock market risk factors which affects the return of a stock. Beyond that, we either 

add the control variable EE!"# or the control variable - − 7	,89:;<!,# to account for 

illiquidity or trading volume. The regression model specifications are as follows: 
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.!,# − .:,# = 	J +A K
6

,*% ,
,"?!,#$, + K;(.; − .:) + K<,RF# + K=-R7#

+ K>.Rf# + K?gRE# + K@EE!"# + N!,#		 
 

(19) 

.!,# − .:,# = 	J +A K
6

,*% ,
,"?!,#$, + K;(.; − .:) + K<,RF# + K=-R7#

+ K>.Rf# + K?gRE# + K@(- − 7	,89:;<)!,# + N!,#		 
 

(20) 

,"?!,#$, represent the search volume and is proxied by ASVI.,/ or △ Q5SVI.,/. We also 

include three lagging variables of the SVI indicator to investigate a more long-term effect 

of SVI on returns. Other control variables include the overall market risk factor, .; −

.:, .; denotes the market return and .: is the risk-free rate. The company size factor 

SMB, “small minus big” is also included which measures the difference of returns on 

small cap and large cap company stocks. The book-to-market equity factor HML, “high 

minus low” captures the difference of average stock returns with high and low book-to 

market ratios. A variable which proxy profitability is also included: RMW, “robust minus 

weak” which measures the return spread of the most profitable companies minus the least 

profitable. The investment variable CMA, “conservative minus aggressive” is the fifth 

and last factor of the Fama and French (2014) five-factor model which measures the 

return spread between companies that invest conservatively and aggressively. 

 

4.3. Methodological limitations 

Due to the scope and time constraint of this study, we use a sample of stocks that compose 

each country’s leading stock index up to date that also have financial market data from 

2009 to 2019. The selected sample is thus subject to a selection bias or a survivorship 

bias, possibly eliminating poorly performing stocks (Hernán, Hernández-Diaz and 

Robins, 2004), which could affect the results of this study. The same sort of data selection 

has been made in regard to the Fama and French (2014) variables. In addition, the data 

for these factors are based on the aggregated European market and not on each local 

market, why it is reasonable to consider certain validity shortcomings with regard to the 

control variables in the modelled return regressions.  
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Since some of these stocks may have been included in the respective indices during the 

study period, our sample is also subject to the index inclusion effect, predicting a 

significant short-term abnormal return for these (Elliott et al., 2006). We reason that the 

number of stocks included in the indices during our study time are relatively small when 

compared to the sample, making the impact on the results most likely negligible. It could 

also be argued that our sample is biased toward more institutional owners, assuming that 

stocks traded on the leading indices are largely held by institutional investors. Hence, 

since institutional investors are less likely to indulge in attention-grabbing or familiar 

stocks according to Barber and Odean (2008), the price pressure hypothesis might not be 

as applicable. We believe that using a larger sample from each country’s stock market 

could possibly solve this problem. However, considering the relatively small number of 

residents in these countries, there is a problem of insufficient Google search data for 

smaller companies. With similar reasoning, it is difficult to use the stock ticker symbol 

to mitigate the influence of searches made for reasons unrelated to investing. As 

aforementioned, we nevertheless conclude, in accordance with Vlastakis and Markellos 

(2012), that the components irrelevant to investment reasons, are either random noise or 

purely deterministic, which can be dealt with using appropriate processing of the data. By 

using the ASVI, proposed by Da, Engelberg and Gao (2011), we mitigate the impact of 

time trends and other low frequency seasonalities (Da, Engelberg and Gao, 2011). 

Needless to say, we allow for further detrending methods of the search volume variable 

in future research.  

Moreover, due to the sample chosen, one must also discuss the generalizability of our 

findings, i.e. how the findings of this study are applicable to the larger population, 

elaborated on in the analysis in Section 6. Ryan and Bernard (2000) argues that a study 

needs to be able to explain other similar situations in nature, to be optimal in practice. 

Hence, this concept can also be referred to as “external validity” (ibid). 
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5. Empirical Result 

5.1 Univariate Analysis 

 
 

Table 5.  
Average change in trading volume (Δ TV) of portfolios sorted according to changes in search intensity of firm names. This table presents the average change in trading 
volume of weekly/monthly portfolios, which consists of stocks according to signed changes in Google search volume.  

Market Δ Search volume   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Large - Small   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Average no. of stocks 

  Small △ Medium △ Large △ Difference Standard error Small △ Medium △ Large △ 

Panel A: "Weekly" stock sample             

OMXS30   0.008   0.021   0.034   0.026 ***   0.009 9 10 9 

OMXC25   0.017   0.003 - 0.026 - 0.043 ***   0.007 6 5 6 

IBEX35   0.002   0.015   0.026   0.024 ***   0.010 7 8 7 

PSI20   0.007   0.003   0.020   0.013 *   0.008 4 5 4 

                  

Panel B: "Monthly" stock sample             

OMXS30   0.025   0.026   0.027   0.002   0.009 9 10 9 

OMXC25   0.002 - 0.002 - 0.005 - 0.007 *   0.005 6 5 6 

IBEX35   0.015   0.017   0.019   0.004   0.007 7 8 7 

PSI20   0.006   0.014   0.014   0.008   0.007 4 5 4 

Notes: *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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Table 6.  
Average change in turnover rate (Δ TO) of portfolios sorted according to changes in search intensity of firm names. This table presents the average change in turnover 
rate of weekly/monthly portfolios, which consists of stocks according to signed changes in Google search volume. 

Market Δ Search volume   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Large - Small   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Average no. of stocks 

  
Small △ Medium △ Large △ Difference Standard error Small △ Medium △ Large △ 

Panel A: "Weekly" stock sample             

OMXS30   0.004   0.006   0.011   0.007 **   0.004 9 10 9 

OMXC25 - 0.003   0.000   0.003   0.006   0.006 6 5 6 

IBEX35 - 0.002   0.003   0.014   0.016 **   0.007 7 8 7 

PSI20   0.000          - 0.002   0.010   0.011 *   0.007 4 5 4 

                  

Panel B: "Monthly" stock sample             

OMXS30   0.008   0.008   0.006         - 0.002   0.003 9 10 9 

OMXC25 - 0.002   0.001   0.000   0.002   0.002 6 5 6 

IBEX35   0.002   0.008   0.006   0.004   0.005 7 8 7 

PSI20   0.005   0.001   0.005   0.000   0.006 4 5 4 

Notes: *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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Table 7.  
Average return (RET) of portfolios sorted according to changes in search intensity of firm names. This table presents the average return of weekly/monthly portfolios, 
which consists of stocks according to signed changes in Google search volume. 

Market Δ Search volume   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Large - Small   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Average no. of stocks 

  
Small △ Medium △ Large △ Difference Standard error Small △ Medium △ Large △ 

Panel A: "Weekly" stock sample             

OMXS30   0.056   0.061   0.053          - 0.053   0.000 9 10 9 

OMXC25   0.043   0.088   0.100   0.056 **   0.000 6 5 6 

IBEX35   0.031   0.020   0.029 - 0.002   0.000 7 8 7 

PSI20   0.034   0.029   0.052   0.019   0.000 4 5 4 

                  

Panel B: "Monthly" stock sample             

OMXS30   0.001   0.001   0.001   0.000   0.000 9 10 9 

OMXC25   0.001   0.001   0.001   0.000   0.000 6 5 6 

IBEX35   0.001   0.000   0.000   0.000   0.000 7 8 7 

PSI20   0.001   0.000   0.001   0.000   0.000 4 5 4 

Notes: *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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5.1.1. Trading volume 

In Table (5), we present the average change in trading volume of portfolios sorted 

according to changes in Google search volume of company names, for the four markets. 

The table shows the weekly results in Panel A and the monthly results in Panel B.  The 

rows labelled OMXS30, IBEX35 and PSI20 in Panel A show that stocks with a large 

(small) signed change in search volume on average have a large (small) signed change in 

trading volume on a weekly basis. This in turn yields a positive difference between the 

portfolio large and small. In other words, the trading volume of stocks in the portfolio 

large will on average increase more than of the portfolio small. Hence, if a company 

experiences an increase in the search volume of its name, the stock will most likely be 

traded more that week. In addition, it can be observed that the portfolio medium has a 

positive change in trading volume which is larger than the portfolio small (except for 

PSI20) and lower than the portfolio large. The opposite result can be observed for the 

row labelled OMXC25 where a large (small) signed change in search volume for stocks 

has a small (large) signed change in trading volume. The difference observed for all four 

markets on a weekly basis is significantly different from zero. The positive difference 

observed is largest for OMXS30, followed by IBEX35 and PSI20. The results of 

OMXS30, OMXC25 and IBEX25 are significant at a 1% level whereas the significance 

level for PSI20 is 10%. Moreover, as for the monthly portfolios, we observe a negative 

difference, significant at the 10% level, between the portfolio large and small for 

OMXC25. For the rest of the markets, we observe positive differences, although not 

significant. 

 

5.1.2. Turnover rate 

In Table (6), we present the average change in turnover rate of portfolios sorted according 

to changes in Google search volume of company names, for the four markets. In Panel A 

we observe that the stocks in all markets with a large (small) change in search volume on 

average have a large (small) change in turnover rate, on a weekly basis. It is noted that 

the portfolio small of OMXC25 and IBEX35, is experiencing a negative signed change 

on average. The positive difference is significant for all markets except for OMXC25 

which also has the lowest difference. This implies that we only can draw conclusions 
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from the results of the indices OMXS30, IBEX35 and PSI20 on a weekly basis. The 

difference is largest for IBEX35, followed by PSI20 and OMXS30. Since all indices have  

a positive difference, although insignificant for OMXC25, the results suggest a positive 

correlation between change in search volume and change in turnover rate on a weekly 

basis. For Panel B when using monthly portfolios, the difference between the averages of 

the portfolio large and small is still positive for all markets except for OMXS30 which 

shows a negative difference. However, the differences for the monthly portfolios are not 

significant. 

 

5.1.3. Return 

Our univariate results of the average return of portfolios sorted according to changes in 

search volume is presented in Table (7). As seen from Panel A, we note that the portfolios 

within each market have similar values. However, we observe a positive difference 

between the portfolio large and small for OMXC25 which is significant on the 5% level. 

For OMXS30 and IBEX, we observe a small negative difference, although not significant. 

As for the monthly results in Panel B, the difference between the portfolio large and small 

is zero, albeit not statistically significant which limits us to draw further conclusions.   
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Table 8.  
Average volatility (STDV) of portfolios sorted according to changes in search intensity of firm names. This table presents the average volatility in illiquidity of 
weekly/monthly portfolios, which consists of stocks according to signed changes in Google search volume. 

Market Δ Search volume 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Large - Small 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Average no. of stocks 

  
Small △ Medium △ Large △ Difference Standard error Small △ Medium △ Large △ 

Panel A: "Weekly" stock sample             

OMXS30   0.014           0.015          0.016   0.001***   0.000 9 10 9 

OMXC25   0.015   0.015       0.017   0.002***   0.000 6 5 6 

IBEX35   0.016   0.015   0.016   0.001**   0.000 7 8 7 

PSI20   0.016   0.016           0.017   0.001*   0.000 4 5 4 

                  

Panel B: "Monthly" stock sample             

OMXS30   0.014   0.015   0.015   0.001   0.001 9 10 9 

OMXC25   0.013   0.013   0.014   0.001*   0.001 6 5 6 

IBEX35   0.015   0.015   0.016   0.001   0.001 7 8 7 

PSI20   0.017   0.016   0.017   0.000   0.001 4 5 4 

Notes: *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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Table 9.  
Average illiquidity (H-L Spread) of portfolios sorted according to changes in search intensity of firm names. This table presents the average illiquidity of weekly/monthly 
portfolios, which consists of stocks according to signed changes in Google search volume. 

Market Δ Search volume 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Large - Small 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Average no. of stocks 

  
Small △ Medium △ Large △ Difference Standard error Small △ Medium △ Large △ 

Panel A: "Weekly" stock sample             

OMXS30   0.047          - 0.023          - 0.071 - 0.024 0.038 9 10 9 

OMXC25 - 0.063 - 0.057          - 0.035   0.028 0.034 6 5 6 

IBEX35 - 0.026 - 0.074          - 0.006   0.021 0.038 7 8 7 

PSI20 - 0.055 - 0.049          - 0.016   0.040 0.033 4 5 4 

                  

Panel B: "Monthly" stock sample             

OMXS30 - 0.082            0.017          - 0.089 - 0.008 0.063 9 10 9 

OMXC25 - 0.061 - 0.120 - 0.057   0.004 0.052 6 5 6 

IBEX35 - 0.051 - 0.079 - 0.008 - 0.042 0.061 7 8 7 

PSI20 - 0.017          - 0.093          - 0.021 - 0.004 0.055 4 5 4 

Notes: *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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5.1.4. Volatility 

Table (8) shows the average standard deviation of returns (which proxy for volatility) of 

portfolios sorted according to changes in search volume. From Panel A it can be observed, 

that stocks with a large weekly change in search volume on average have higher volatility 

than for the stocks with a small and medium weekly change in search volume. Put 

differently, when search volume is high the stock is bound to be more volatile than when 

the search volume is lower. The positive significant difference between the portfolio large 

and small for all indices, reinforces this notion. Since previous researchers have employed 

return volatility as a proxy for trading activity (Aouadi, Arouri and Teulon, 2013) this 

further strengthens the notion that higher search volume is associated with higher trading 

activity. In Panel B, a small positive difference can be observed, although not statistical 

significance for OMXS30, IBEX35 and PSI20. This means that stocks with a large 

monthly change in search volume generate larger monthly volatility than for stocks with 

smaller change in search volume. However, as the results of the monthly portfolios are in 

general insignificant, it could be possible that this positive difference is due to chance.  

 

5.1.5. High-low spread 

The average high-low spread of portfolios sorted according to changes in search volume 

of company names, is shown in Table (9) for all the indices. The illiquidity variables for 

both weekly and monthly are standardized, as mentioned in the methodology section, and 

hence the result yields negative averages. In Panel A for the row labelled OMXS30, we 

observe a negative difference between the portfolio large and small, implying that stocks 

with a large (small) weekly change in search volume on average have a small (large) 

high-low spread, i.e. low illiquidity. For the other markets (OMXC25, IBEX35 and 

PSI20) the opposite relationship can be observed. In other words, stocks with a large 

number of monthly searches on average have a large high-low spread. However, no 

significance can be observed for the differences. In Panel B we note a negative difference 

between the portfolio large and small for OMXS30, IBEX35 and PSI20, whereas for 

OMXC25 a positive difference. Again, no significance can be found for the monthly 

portfolios.  
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Table 10.  
Average change in illiquidity (Amihud ratio) (Δ ILLIQ) of portfolios sorted according to changes in search intensity of firm names. This table presents the average 
change in illiquidity of weekly/monthly portfolios, which consists of stocks according to signed changes in Google search volume. 

Market Δ Search volume   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Large - Small   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Average no. of stocks 

  Small △ Medium △ Large △ Difference Standard error Small △ Medium △ Large △ 

Panel A: "Weekly" stock sample             

OMXS30   0.000   0.001   0.000   0.000   0.004 9 10 9 

OMXC25   0.004        - 0.004   0.000 - 0.004 *   0.003 6 5 6 

IBEX35   0.005          - 0.003          - 0.004 - 0.008 *   0.006 7 8 7 

PSI20   0.001   0.000          - 0.001 - 0.002 **   0.001 4 5 4 

                  

Panel B: "Monthly" stock sample             

OMXS30   0.001   0.001   0.001   0.001   0.002 9 10 9 

OMXC25   0.002          - 0.002          - 0.001 - 0.003 *   0.002 6 5 6 

IBEX35 - 0.001          - 0.002          - 0.002 - 0.001   0.004 7 8 7 

PSI20 - 0.001   0.000          - 0.001   0.000   0.000 4 5 4 

Notes: *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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Table 11.  
Average illiquidity (S_REL) of portfolios sorted according to changes in search intensity of firm names. This table presents the average change in illiquidity of 
weekly/monthly portfolios, which consists of stocks according to signed changes in Google search volume. 

Market Δ Search volume   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Large - Small   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Average no. of stocks 

  Small △ Medium △ Large △ Difference Standard error Small △ Medium △ Large △ 

Panel A: "Weekly" stock sample             

OMXS30 - 0.004                - 0.019          0.014   0.018 0.051 9 10 9 

OMXC25 - 0.051 - 0.051       0.037   0.014 0.023 6 5 6 

IBEX35 - 0.041          - 0.061          - 0.031   0.010 0.052 7 8 7 

PSI20   0.011          - 0.181                 0.020   0.009 0.036 4 5 4 

                  

Panel B: "Monthly" stock sample             

OMXS30 - 0.005          - 0.006            - 0.022 - 0.017 0.089 9 10 9 

OMXC25 - 0.065 - 0.069 - 0.047   0.017 0.035 6 5 6 

IBEX35 - 0.020 - 0.067 - 0.033 - 0.013 0.106 7 8 7 

PSI20 - 0.023          - 0.175            0.045   0.069 0.064 4 5 4 

Notes: *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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5.1.6. Alternative illiquidity measures 

Table (10) shows the univariate analysis of the average change in the Amihud (2002) 

ILLIQ of portfolios sorted according to changes in search volume of company names, for 

all the indices. In Panel A for the rows labelled OMXC25, IBEX35 and PSI20, we observe 

that the stocks with a large (small) weekly change in search volume on average experience 

a small (large) weekly change in illiquidity. As a result, we observe a negative significant 

difference between the portfolio large and small, implying that higher search volume 

could be associated with lower illiquidity. In this case, IBEX35 has the largest difference 

followed by OMXC25. For OMXS30, the difference is close to zero and not significant. 

Nonetheless, we observe a small positive difference between the portfolio medium and 

small. Moreover, when observing the monthly portfolios, we observe a negative 

significant difference for OMXC25, in accordance with the weekly results.  The 

differences for the other indices are not statistically significant.  

 

The next illiquidity measure tested in relation to change in search volume, is the relative 

bid-ask spread, presented in Table (11). The results of the weekly changes are shown in 

Panel A, which shows that a large change in search volume generates higher illiquidity 

than when there is a small signed change in search volume. Consequently, the differences 

between the portfolio large and small are positive. However, the results are not 

significant. Regarding the results of the monthly data, we find negative differences for 

OMXS30 and IBEX35 while OMXC25 and PSI20 experience positive differences, albeit 

not statistically significant. Even though the weekly results of Table (11) contradicts the 

results from previous illiquidity measures we can neither confirm nor reject the results of 

Amihud’s (2002) ILLIQ measure shown in Table (10).  

 

In Table (12), the average change in the turnover price impact can be observed for each 

of the portfolios. Panel A shows a zero weekly difference for OMXS30 significant on the 

5% level when comparing the portfolio large and small. Moreover, OMXC25 and PSI20 

show a positive difference whereas IBEX35 show a negative difference, although these 

are not significant. The monthly results in Panel B, are similar to the weekly results when 

comparing differences between the portfolio large and small across the indices. Once 

again, no significant difference can be observed.  
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Table 12.  
Average change in illiquidity (ΔTPI) of portfolios sorted according to changes in search intensity of firm names. This table presents the average change in illiquidity of 
weekly/monthly portfolios, which consists of stocks according to signed changes in Google search volume. 

Market Δ Search volume   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Large - Small   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Average no. of stocks 

  Small △ Medium △ Large △ Difference Standard error Small △ Medium △ Large △ 

Panel A: "Weekly" stock sample             

OMXS30   0.002                  0.000   0.002   0.000** 0.006 9 10 9 

OMXC25 - 0.003   0.002          - 0.001   0.002 0.003 6 5 6 

IBEX35 - 0.003          - 0.002          - 0.002 - 0.005 0.005 7 8 7 

PSI20 - 0.004          - 0.001             - 0.002   0.002 0.003 4 5 4 

                  

Panel B: "Monthly" stock sample             

OMXS30   0.001   0.002   0.004   0.003 0.006 9 10 9 

OMXC25 - 0.001   0.001   0.000   0.001 0.002 6 5 6 

IBEX35   0.000          - 0.002          - 0.002 - 0.002 0.003 7 8 7 

PSI20 - 0.003          - 0.001          - 0.001   0.002 0.002 4 5 4 

Notes: *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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Table 13.  
Average market capitalization (MV) in billions in the local currency of the previous week/month of portfolios sorted according to changes in search intensity of firm 
names. This table presents the average market capitalization of weekly/monthly portfolios, which consists of stocks according to signed changes in Google search volume.  

Market Δ Search volume   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Large - Small   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Average no. of stocks 

  Small △ Medium △ Large △ Difference Standard error Small △ Medium △ Large △ 

Panel A: "Weekly" stock sample             

OMXS30   98.076   105.214   99.059    0.984    1.955 9 10 9 

OMXC25   70.777   74.318   70.233  - 0.544   2.835 6 5 6 

IBEX35   17.842   20.611   17.071  - 0.771 **   0.450 7 8 7 

PSI20   2.734   3.906   2.729  - 0.006 *   0.008 4 5 4 

                  

Panel B: "Monthly" stock sample             

OMXS30   97.860   102.511   103.363     5.503 *   3.562 9 10 9 

OMXC25   71.506   70.306   67.969   - 3.538   6.026 6 5 6 

IBEX35   18.559   19.172   18.140   - 0.419   0.949 7 8 7 

PSI20   2.954   3.590   2.922   - 0.032   0.210 4 5 4 

Notes: *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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5.1.7. Market value 

Table (13) shows, for each index, the average market value for the portfolio small, 

medium and large. The market values are denoted in billions and in the local currency, 

which limit the comparability between the indices. In Panel A, we find that a small 

negative difference between the portfolio large and small for OMXC25, IBEX25 and 

PSI20 whereas a small positive difference for OMXS30. The difference is only significant 

for IBEX35 and PSI20. Hence, this implies that stocks with a large change in search 

volume on average have a smaller market value than the stocks with a small change in 

search volume. Since the difference for OMXS30 and OMXC25 is not significant we 

cannot draw any conclusions from this result. In Panel B, the results are similar to the 

results of the weekly portfolios. Interestingly, we observe a significant positive difference 

between the monthly portfolio large and small, for OMXS30. In other words, this 

indicates that stocks with a large monthly change in search volume on average have a 

larger market value than the stocks with a small monthly change in search volume.  
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   Notes: 1. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively. 

 
Table 14.  
SVI and trading volume. Panel presents the regression results of Eq. (12). Panel B compares the coefficients on SVI. SVI denotes search intensity, which is 
proxied by ASVI in Model 1 and by △ ln SVI in Model 2. AATV denotes the average abnormal trading volume.  
    Panel A: regression results of Eq. (1) 

 OMXS30  OMXC25  IBEX35  PSI20 

 Model 1  Model 2   Model 1  Model 2  Model 1  Model 2  Model 1  Model 2 

   Intercept 0.000      0.000      0.003      0.009      0.003      0.005      0.012      0.013     

 (0.000)     (0.000)     (0.010)     (0.010)     (0.004)     (0.004)     (0.010)     (0.010)    

 AATV 0.979 ***  0.987 ***  0.972 ***  0.986 ***  0.997 ***  1.005 ***  0.924 ***  0.925 *** 

 (0.013)     (0.013)     (0.021)     (0.021)     (0.014)     (0.014)     (0.025)     (0.025)    

 ASVI 0.005 ***            0.341 ***            0.143 ***    0.046 *               

 (0.001)               (0.030)               (0.015)       (0.027)              

	△ ln SVI          0.002 ***    0.170 ***    0.057 ***           0.020     

          (0.000)       (0.025)       (0.014)              (0.023)    

 N 12657          12657          7447          7447          10935          10935          5430          5430         

 Adj. R2 0.327      0.327      0.249      0.240      0.312      0.308      0.207      0.206     

  Panel B: comparison of coefficients on SVI             

       Model 1  Model 2 

   OMXS30      0.005  0.002 

   OMXC25      0.341  0.170 

   IBEX35      0.143  0.057 

   PSI20      0.046  0.020     
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Table 15.  
SVI and trading volume. This table presents the regression results of Eq. (13).  SVI denotes search intensity, which is proxied by ASVI in Model 1 and by △ ln SVI 
in Model 2. ATV denotes the abnormal trading volume, ln MV the natural logarithm of market capitalization and P the stock price.  The coefficients of 1/P are 
standardized variables with a mean equal to 0 and a standard deviation of 1. 
 

 Dependent variable = ATV 

 OMXS30  OMXC25  IBEX35  PSI20 

 Model 1  Model 2   Model 1  Model 2  Model 1  Model 2  Model 1  Model 2 

   Intercept -0.039 ***  -0.039 ***  -1.260 ***  -1.301 ***  -0.240 ***  -0.235 ***  -0.405 ***  -0.400 *** 

 (0.002)     (0.002)     (0.107)     (0.108)     (0.036)     (0.037)     (0.064)     (0.064)    

1/P -0.001 ***  -0.001 ***  -0.148 ***  -0.144 ***  -0.041 ***  -0.041 ***  -0.098 ***  -0.098 *** 

 (0.000)     (0.000)     (0.012)     (0.012)     (0.005)     (0.005)     (0.011)     (0.011)    

ln MV 0.003 ***  0.003 ***  0.125 ***  0.130 ***  0.026 ***  0.026 ***  0.056 ***  0.055 *** 

 (0.000)     (0.000)     (0.010)     (0.010)     (0.004)     (0.004)     (0.008)     (0.008)    

ASVI 0.008 ***            0.428 ***            0.215 ***            0.080 ***            

 (0.001)               (0.032)               (0.018)               (0.030)              

△ ln SVI   0.004 ***           0.187 ***           0.074 ***           0.026     

   (0.001)              (0.028)              (0.016)              (0.026)    

 N 12657          12657          7447          7447          10935          10935          5430          5430         

 Adj. R2 0.040      0.030      0.097      0.082      0.023      0.013      0.031      0.029     
 
 Notes: 1. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.  
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5.2. Multivariate analysis 

5.2.1 ATV 

In Table (14), Panel A presents the estimation results based on Equation (16) for all 

market samples where search volume is proxied by ASVI!,# in Model 1 or △ &'SVI!,# in 

Model 2. Panel B compares the estimated coefficients among the four market samples. 

For both models, the coefficients of SVI are significantly positive at the 1% level for all 

markets with an exemption of PSI20 where only Model 1 shows a significant positive 

coefficient at the 10% level. Taken together, we note that the coefficients are the largest 

for the OMXC25 sample followed by the IBEX35 sample, for both models. For the 

OMXS30 sample, the coefficients are the smallest. In other words, there is a positive 

relationship between SVI and trading volume, which is largest for the OMXC25 sample 

and smallest for OMXS30. As ATV and AATV also can proxy liquidity, one can argue 

that there is a positive relationship between SVI and liquidity. The coefficients of AATV 

are significantly positive around 1 for all models and market samples. In terms of 

goodness of fit measures, the regression results present adjusted R-squared values ranging 

from 0.206 (PSI20) to 0.327 (OMXS30), indicating that the model can help explain the 

variance in the trading volume.  

 

In the following table we examine the relationship between SVI and trading 

volume/liquidity using a different model specification. Table (15) presents the estimation 

results based on Equation (17) for all market samples where search volume is proxied by 

ASVI!,# in Model 1 and △ &'SVI!,# in Model 2. When controlling for size (&'()$,%) and 

price * &
'!,#
+,	the coefficients of SVI are still significantly positive at the 1% level for all 

markets with an exemption of the PSI20 sample for Model 2 which is not statistically 

significant. Similar to the regression results in Table (14), the largest coefficient of SVI 

is for the OMXC25 sample and the smallest is for the OMXS30 sample. In accordance 

with Adachi, Musada and Takeda (2017), the estimated coefficients of size are 

significantly positive at the 1% level for all market samples.  Contrary to Adachi, Musada 

and Takeda (2017), the estimated coefficients of price are significantly negative at the 

1% level for all market samples. However, the adjusted R-squared values ranges between 
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0.013 (IBEX35) to 0.097 (OMXC25), implying that the model is not well-suited for 

explaining the variance in trading volume or liquidity.  

 

Table 16.  
SVI and illiquidity for OMXS30. The model specification for the regressions is presented in Eq. (11). This 

table presents the coefficients of weekly regressions of Corwin and Schultz’s (2012) illiquidity ratio (H-L 

spread) on lagged changes of search intensity and selected control variables.  All reported coefficients are 

standardized variables with a mean equal to 0 and a standard deviation of 1. SVI denotes search intensity, 

which is proxied by either ASVI in Model 1 and 2 or △ ln SVI in Model 3 and 4. RET shows the week stock 

return, ln MV the natural logarithm of the market capitalization at week-end, STDV the weekly standard 

deviation of daily stock returns, TV the traded volume and TO the turnover. P-values based on robust 

standard errors are given in parentheses.  

 Dependent variable = H-L spread 

 
 Model 1   Model 2  Model 3  Model 4 

Intercept 0.000      0.000      0.000      0.000     

 (0.009)     (0.009)     (0.009)     (0.009)    

H-L spreadt-1 0.205 ***  0.205 ***  0.206 ***  0.206 *** 

 (0.010)     (0.010)     (0.010)     (0.010)    

ln MVt-1 -0.174 ***  -0.095 ***  -0.096 ***  -0.174 *** 

 (0.012)     (0.009)     (0.009)     (0.012)    

RETt-1 -0.020 **    -0.020 **    -0.020 **    -0.019 **   

 (0.009)     (0.009)     (0.009)     (0.009)    

STDVt-1 0.228 ***  0.238 ***  0.236 ***  0.226 *** 

 (0.010)     (0.010)     (0.010)     (0.010)    

TVt-1 0.115 ***      0.115 *** 

 (0.012)         (0.012) 

TOt-1   0.086 ***  0.086 ***   

   (0.009)     (0.009)      

ASVIt-1 -0.029 ***   -0.028 ***      

 (0.009)     (0.009)        

△ ln SVIt-1     -0.017 *      -0.018 **   

     (0.009)     (0.009)    

N 10187          10187          10187          10187         

Adj. R2 0.187      0.187      0.187      0.186     

Notes: 1. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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5.2.2. High-low spread 

Table (16)-(19) presents the regression estimation results based on Equation (18) for each 

market index. The search volume is either proxied by ASVI!,#(&	in Model 1 and 2, or by 

△ &'SVI!,#(&	in Model 3 and 4.  Trading activity is either proxied by trading volume in 

Model 1 and 4 or by turnover rate in Model 2 and 3. All reported coefficients are 

standardized variables with a mean equal to 0 and a standard deviation of 1.  

 

For the OMXS30 sample, presented in Table (16), we observe negative coefficients of 

the lagging search volume variable significant at the 1% level for ASVI!,#(&and 5% and 

10% for △ &'SVI!,#(&. In other words, an increase in search volume would imply a 

decrease in illiquidity (increase in liquidity) the following week. This correlation is 

strongest when using ASVI!,#(&. Naturally, the lagging illiquidity variable shows positive 

coefficients, significant at the 1% level ,in all models. Table (16) also suggests a negative 

relationship between illiquidity and market value, significant on the 1% level in all 

models.  Moreover, we observe a significant negative relationship between illiquidity and 

stock return in all the models. The coefficients of the volatility variable are all positive, 

significant at the 1% level. In regard to the trading activity, we observe all positive 

coefficients, significant at the 1% level. In this case, the coefficients of trading volume 

are somewhat larger than the coefficients of turnover rate. Furthermore, the adjusted R-

squared values are all close to 0.19 which means that the model is relatively informative 

and that approximately 20% of the observed variations in illiquidity can be explained by 

the model’s input variables.  
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In Table (17), we present the regressions results of the OMXC25 sample. Similar to the 

results of OMXS30, we observe negative coefficients of the lagging search volume 

variable significant at the 10% level for ASVI!,#(& and 5% level for △ &'SVI!,#(&. Hence, 

Table 17.  
SVI and illiquidity for OMXC25. The model specification for the regressions is presented in Eq. (11). This 

table presents the coefficients of weekly regressions of Corwin and Schultz’s (2012) illiquidity ratio (H-L 

spread) on lagged changes of search intensity and selected control variables. All reported coefficients are 

standardized variables with a mean equal to 0 and a standard deviation of 1. SVI denotes search intensity, 

which is proxied by either ASVI in Model 1 and 2 or △ ln SVI in Model 3 and 4. RET shows the week stock 

return, ln MV the natural logarithm of the market capitalization at week-end, STDV the weekly standard 

deviation of daily stock returns, TV the traded volume and TO the turnover. P-values based on robust 

standard errors are given in parentheses.  

 Dependent variable = H-L spread 

 
 Model 1  Model 2  Model 3  Model 4 

Intercept 0.000      0.000      0.000      0.000     

 (0.012)     (0.012)     (0.012)     (0.012)    

H-L spreadt-1 0.148 ***  0.148 ***  0.147 ***  0.147 *** 

 (0.013)     (0.013)     (0.013)     (0.013)    

ln MVt-1 -0.127 ***  -0.102 ***  -0.102 ***  -0.126 *** 

 (0.022)     (0.013)     (0.013)     (0.022)    

RETt-1 -0.035 ***   -0.035 ***   -0.035 ***   -0.035 ***  

 (0.012)     (0.012)     (0.012)     (0.012)    

STDVt-1 0.219 ***  0.222 ***  0.221 ***  0.218 *** 

 (0.014)     (0.014)     (0.013)     (0.014)    

TVt-1 0.026          0.025     

 (0.022)         (0.022)    

TOt-1   0.022 *     0.022 *      

   (0.013)     (0.013)      

ASVIt-1 -0.023 *      -0.023 *         

 (0.012)     (0.012)        

△ ln SVIt-1     -0.026 **    -0.025 **   

     (0.012)     (0.012)    

N 5958          5958          5958          5958         

Adj. R2 0.116      0.117      0.117      0.116     

Notes: 1. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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we conclude a negative correlation between search volume and illiquidity. The lagging 

illiquidity and volatility variable also shows positive coefficients, significant at the 1% 

level. Additionally, we observe negative coefficients of the market value and return 

variable, all significant at the 1% level. Regarding the trading activity, all coefficients are 

positive, albeit only statistically significant at the 5% level for Model 2 and 3. The 

adjusted R-squared values are approximately 0.12, which means that only 12% of the 

observed variations in the high-low spread can be explained by the input variables.  

 

Table (18) shows the modelled multivariate regression made for the IBEX35 sample. In 

line with the results of OMXS30 and OMXC25, we observe negative coefficients of the 

lagging search volume variable, only significant at the 10% level in Model 3 and 4. For 

the lagging high-low spread variable, we observe positive coefficients, significant at the 

1% level. When controlling for size, a negative relationship between market value and 

illiquidity significant at the 1% level can be found. Return also has a significant negative 

correlation to illiquidity. Furthermore, the volatility coefficients show positive signs 

which all are significant on the 1% level. This correlation is the strongest when compared 

to all coefficients of the input variables. The trading activity coefficients are all positive 

for all models, significant at the 5% level when using the trading volume and the 1% level 

when using turnover rate. For the regression models of IBEX35 we observe an R-squared 

value at approximately 0.12, meaning that 12% of the discrepancies in illiquidity can be 

explained by the input variables included in the models.  
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Table 18.  
SVI and illiquidity for IBEX35. The model specification for the regressions is presented in Eq. (11). This 

table presents the coefficients of weekly regressions of Corwin and Schultz’s (2012) illiquidity ratio (H-L 

spread) on lagged changes of search intensity and selected control variables. All reported coefficients are 

standardized variables with a mean equal to 0 and a standard deviation of 1. SVI denotes search intensity, 

which is proxied by either ASVI in Model 1 and 2 or △ ln SVI in Model 3 and 4. RET shows the week stock 

return, ln MV the natural logarithm of the market capitalization at week-end, STDV the weekly standard 

deviation of daily stock returns, TV the traded volume and TO the turnover rate. P-values based on robust 

standard errors are given in parentheses.  

 Dependent variable = H-L spread 

 
 Model 1  Model 2  Model 3  Model 4 

Intercept 0.000      0.000      0.000      0.000     

 (0.010)     (0.010)     (0.010)     (0.010)    

H-L spreadt-1 0.128 ***  0.127 ***  0.127 ***  0.128 *** 

 (0.011)     (0.011)     (0.011)     (0.011)    

ln MVt-1 

 

-0.131 ***  -0.088 ***  -0.088 ***  -0.130 *** 

 (0.020)     (0.011)     (0.011)     (0.020)    

RETt-1 -0.026 **    -0.025 **    -0.026 **    -0.026 **   

 (0.010)     (0.010)     (0.010)     (0.010)    

STDVt-1 0.249 ***  0.250 ***  0.250 ***  0.249 *** 

 (0.011)     (0.011)     (0.011)     (0.011)    

TVt-1 0.044 **       0.043 **   

 (0.019)         (0.019)    

TOt-1   0.034 ***   0.033 ***    

   (0.011)     (0.011)      

ASVIt-1 -0.009      -0.010         

 (0.010)     (0.010)        

△ ln SVIt-1     -0.017 *      -0.017 *    

     (0.010)     (0.010)    

N 8296          8296          8296          8296         

Adj. R2 0.122      0.123      0.123      0.122     

Notes: 1. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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   Notes: 1. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively. 

The regression results of the PSI20 sample is presented in Table (19). Negative 

coefficients of the two search volume indicators can be observed, although only 

significant at the 10% level in Model 3 and 4. When controlling for lagging illiquidity, 

the results reveal positive coefficients significant at the 1% level.  The size variable shows 

Table 19.  
SVI and illiquidity for PSI20. The model specification for the regressions is presented in Eq. (11). This 

table presents the coefficients of weekly regressions of Corwin and Schultz’s (2012) illiquidity ratio (H-

L spread) on lagged changes of search intensity and selected control variables. All reported coefficients 

are standardized variables with a mean equal to 0 and a standard deviation of 1. SVI denotes search 

intensity, which is proxied by either ASVI in Model 1 and 2 or △ ln SVI in Model 3 and 4. RET shows 

the week stock return, ln MV the natural logarithm of the market capitalization at week-end, STDV the 

weekly standard deviation of daily stock returns, TV the traded volume and TO the turnover rate.  P-

values based on robust standard errors are given in parentheses.  

 Dependent variable = H-L spread 

 
 Model 1  Model 2  Model 3  Model 4 

Intercept 0.000      0.000      0.000      0.000     

 (0.013)     (0.013)     (0.013)     (0.013)    

H-L spreadt-1 0.320 ***  0.320 ***  0.320 ***  0.320 *** 

 (0.014)     (0.014)     (0.014)     (0.014)    

ln MVt-1 -0.182 ***  -0.194 ***  -0.193 ***  -0.182 *** 

 (0.029)     (0.014)     (0.014)     (0.029)    

RETt-1 -0.060 ***  -0.060 ***  -0.059 ***  -0.059 *** 

 (0.013)     (0.013)     (0.013)     (0.013)    

STDVt-1 0.197 ***  0.195 ***  0.195 ***  0.197 *** 

 (0.014)     (0.014)     (0.014)     (0.014)    

TVt-1 -0.012          -0.012     

 (0.028)         (0.028)    

TOt-1   -0.000      -0.000       

   (0.013)     (0.013)      

ASVIt-1 -0.012      -0.012         

 (0.013)     (0.013)        

△ ln SVIt-1     -0.022 *     -0.022 *     

     (0.013)     (0.013)    

N 4449          4449          4449          4449         

Adj. R2 0.284      0.284      0.285      0.285     
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a negative correlation between market value and illiquidity in all models. In addition, the 

regression results yield negative coefficients of the return variable which are all 

significant at the 1% level. The opposite is true for the volatility variable where positive 

coefficients significant at the 1% level can be observed. In terms of trading activity, 

negative coefficients are found, albeit insignificant. The adjusted R-squared values are 

approximately 0,28 for all models, implying that 28% of the shifts in illiquidity is 

explained by the variables presented in the models.  

 

5.2.3. Excess return 

Table (20)-(23) show the results of the estimated multivariate regression model where 

excess stock return is regressed on search volume and the Fama and French (2014) 

factors. In addition, we control for AATV in Model 1 and 2 or the high-low spread in 

Model 3 and 4, to account for illiquidity and trading volume. The model specifications 

for the regressions are based on Equation (19) and (20). The search volume is either 

proxied by ASVI!,# in Model 1 and 3, or △ &'SVI!,# in Model 2 and 4. We also include 

search volume from time t to t-3 to examine the lagging search volume effects on return 

as explained in the methodology.  

The regression results of the OMXS30 sample is presented in Table (20). From the table, 

we observe that all the search volume coefficients are positive except for the lagged 

search volume in week three (SVI!,#()) in Model 1. In particular, the coefficients are 

highest for the lagged search volume in week one and two (SVI!,#(&and SVI!,#(*). 

However, the search volume is only significant in Model 2 and 4 for the lagged search 

volume in week two and three (SVI!,#(* and SVI!,#()). That is to say, there is a positive 

relationship between lagged search volume and return even after controlling for trading 

volume and liquidity effects. The coefficients of Rm-Rf as well as of RMW are the largest 

coefficients and are all positive significant at the 1% level. The coefficients of the size 

factor SMB are negative in all models, although not significant. Furthermore, the 

coefficients of HML are all negative, significant at the 1% level, with somewhat larger 

coefficients for Model 1 and 2. The investment variable, CMA, shows a positive 

relationship between CMA and excess return, whereas only Model 2 is significant at the 

10% level. When analyzing the trading volume and illiquidity control variables, we  
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Table 20.  
SVI and stock returns for OMXS30 controlling for liquidity. This table presents the regression results of Eqs. (14) and (15). SVI 
denotes search intensity, which is proxied by ASVI in Model 1 and by △ ln SVI in Model 2.  Rm-Rf  is the risk premium, SMB is the 
difference between average returns of small and large stocks, HML is the difference between the average returns of high and low 
book-to-market stocks, RMW is the difference between the average return of the most profitable and least profitable stocks and CMA 
is the difference between the average return of firms that invest conservatively and aggressively. AATV represent the average 
abnormal trading volume and H-L spread is the high-low spread.  

 Controlling for AATV  Controlling for H-L spread 

 Model 1   Model 2  Model 3  Model 4 

Intercept -0.596 ***  -0.596 ***  -0.592 ***  -0.592 *** 

 (0.025)     (0.025)     (0.026)     (0.026)    

Rm-Rf 0.843 ***  0.842 ***  0.850 ***  0.850 *** 

 (0.016)     (0.016)     (0.016)     (0.016)    

SMB -0.031      -0.033      -0.039      -0.041     

 (0.043)     (0.043)     (0.043)     (0.043)    

HML -0.139 ***   -0.140 ***   -0.126 ***   -0.126 ***  

 (0.046)     (0.046)     (0.046)     (0.046)    

RMW 1.092 ***  1.089 ***  1.101 ***  1.099 *** 

 (0.070)     (0.070)     (0.071)     (0.071)    

CMA 0.140      0.147 *     0.062      0.068     

 (0.091)     (0.091)     (0.090)     (0.090)    

AATV -0.035 ***  -0.036 ***     

 (0.007)     (0.007)        

H-L spread     0.011      0.010     

     (0.020)     (0.020)    

ASVIt 0.007        -0.004       

 (0.026)       (0.026)      

ASVIt-1 0.012        0.008       

 (0.027)       (0.027)      

ASVIt-2 0.012        0.008       

 (0.026)       (0.026)      

ASVIt-3 -0.026        -0.029       

 (0.025)       (0.025)      

△ ln SVIt   0.024        0.014     

   (0.026)       (0.026)    

△ ln SVIt-1   0.040        0.029     

   (0.029)       (0.029)    

△ ln SVIt-2   0.069 **      0.058 **   

   (0.029)       (0.029)    

△ ln SVIt-3   0.064 ***     0.055 **   

   (0.025)       (0.025)    

N 12657          12657          12657  12657 

Adj. R2 0.231      0.231      0.229      0.230     

Notes: 1. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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Table 21.  
SVI and stock returns for OMXC25 controlling for liquidity. This table presents the regression results of Eqs. (14) and (15). SVI 
denotes search intensity, which is proxied by ASVI in Model 1 and by △ ln SVI in Model 2.  Rm-Rf  is the risk premium, SMB is the 
difference between average returns of small and large stocks, HML is the difference between the average returns of high and low 
book-to-market stocks, RMW is the difference between the average return of the most profitable and least profitable stocks and CMA 
is the difference between the average return of firms that invest conservatively and aggressively. AATV represent the average 
abnormal trading volume and H-L spread is the high-low spread. 

 Controlling for AATV  Controlling for H-L spread 

 Model 1   Model 2  Model 3  Model 4 

Intercept -0.364 ***  -0.363 ***  -0.538 ***  -0.537 *** 

 (0.035)     (0.035)     (0.037)     (0.037)    

Rm-Rf 0.609 ***  0.610 ***  0.649 ***  0.650 *** 

 (0.022)     (0.022)     (0.024)     (0.024)    

SMB 0.035      0.029      0.165 ***   0.162 ***   

 (0.060)     (0.060)     (0.063)     (0.063)    

HML -0.021      -0.025      0.044      0.041     

 (0.065)     (0.065)     (0.069)     (0.069)    

RMW 0.442 ***  0.448 ***  1.120 ***  1.123 *** 

 (0.098)     (0.098)     (0.101)     (0.101)    

CMA -0.033      -0.033      -0.144      -0.142     

 (0.121)     (0.121)     (0.128)     (0.128)    

AATV -0.006 ***  -0.006 ***     

 (0.000)     (0.000)        

H-L spread     -0.098 ***  -0.098 *** 

     (0.028)     (0.028)    

ASVIt 0.144 ***    0.089 ***    

 (0.030)       (0.032)      

ASVIt-1 0.037        -0.001       

 (0.030)       (0.032)      

ASVIt-2 0.053 *        0.053 *      

 (0.029)       (0.031)      

ASVIt-3 -0.031        -0.038       

 (0.029)       (0.030)      

△ ln SVIt   0.133 ***    0.089 ***  

   (0.029)       (0.031)    

△ ln SVIt-1   0.144 ***    0.078 **   

   (0.033)       (0.035)    

△ ln SVIt-2   0.155 ***    0.110 ***  

   (0.033)       (0.035)    

△ ln SVIt-2   0.102 ***    0.080 ***  

   (0.029)       (0.030)    

N 7447          7447          7447  7447 

Adj. R2 0.220      0.220      0.126      0.126     

Notes: 1. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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observe negative coefficients, significant at the 1% level, of AATV and positive 

coefficients of the high-low spread, although not significant. In terms of goodness of fit 

measures, we obtain adjusted R-squared values around 0.23 for all models, i.e. the input 

variables can explain approximately 23% of the variance in excess stock return.  

In Table (21), the regression model of the OMXC25 sample is presented. For this sample 

we observe an immediate significant positive correlation between search volume and 

excess stock return. Hence, the coefficient of search volume in week t (SVI!,#) is positively 

significant at the 1% level in all models. In Model 2 and 4, all the coefficients of lagged 

search volume are positively significant at the 1% level where the lagged coefficients 

generally become smaller. However, the search volume coefficients are largest in week 

two (SVI!,#(*), meaning that the two-week lagged effect of search volume is affecting 

excess return the most. In Model 1 and 3, the coefficients of lagged search volume are 

overall positive but only significant in week t and t-2.  As for the OMXS30 sample, the 

coefficients of the market risk factor, Rm-Rf are positive, significant at the 1% level, in 

all four models. Moreover, we observe positive coefficients of the SMB variable, only 

significant in Model 3 and 4. The coefficients of HML are negative for Model 1 and 2 

and positive for Model 3 and 4, albeit not significant. Additionally, we note negative 

coefficients of CMA, but these are not significant. Regarding the RMW variable, we 

observe positive coefficients, significant at the 1% level, for all models. These 

coefficients are more than the double in Model 3 and 4, when controlling for the high-

low spread, compared to Model 1 and 2.  Beyond that, the coefficients of AATV and the 

H-L spread are negative, significant at the 1% level whereby the coefficients are much 

smaller for AATV than the H-L spread. The adjusted R-squared values are 0.22 in Model 

1 and 2 and 0.13 in Model 3 and 4.  

 

In Table (22), the regression model of the IBEX35 sample is presented. In contrast to 

OMXS30 and OMXC25, we observe an immediate negative correlation between search 

volume and excess return, which is significant in Model 1 and 2. The coefficients of 

lagged search volume are also negative, all significant at the 5% level in Model 2 and 

significant at the 10% level in week three (SVI!,#()), in Model 4. Interestingly, the 

coefficients of lagged search volume in Model 2 reveal that the coefficients are largest  
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Table 22.  
SVI and stock returns for IBEX35 controlling for liquidity. This table presents the regression results of Eqs. (14) and (15). SVI 
denotes search intensity, which is proxied by ASVI in Model 1 and by △ ln SVI in Model 2.  Rm-Rf  is the risk premium, SMB is the 
difference between average returns of small and large stocks, HML is the difference between the average returns of high and low 
book-to-market stocks, RMW is the difference between the average return of the most profitable and least profitable stocks and CMA 
is the difference between the average return of firms that invest conservatively and aggressively. AATV represent the average 
abnormal trading volume and H-L spread is the high-low spread. 

 Controlling for AATV  Controlling for H-L spread 

 Model 1   Model 2  Model 3  Model 4 

Intercept -0.653 ***  -0.654 ***  -0.762 ***  -0.763 *** 

 (0.028)     (0.028)     (0.029)     (0.029)    

Rm-Rf 0.885 ***  0.885 ***  0.869 ***  0.869 *** 

 (0.017)     (0.017)     (0.018)     (0.018)    

SMB -0.213 ***  -0.210 ***  -0.125 ***   -0.124 **   

 (0.048)     (0.048)     (0.049)     (0.049)    

HML 0.365 ***  0.365 ***  0.375 ***  0.375 *** 

 (0.050)     (0.050)     (0.051)     (0.051)    

RMW 0.780 ***  0.785 ***  0.793 ***  0.796 *** 

 (0.076)     (0.076)     (0.077)     (0.077)    

CMA 0.053      0.046      0.248 **    0.243 **   

 (0.097)     (0.097)     (0.098)     (0.098)    

AATV 0.006 ***  0.006 ***     

 (0.000)     (0.000)        

H-L spread     0.080 ***  0.079 *** 

     (0.020)     (0.020)    

ASVIt -0.069 **      -0.037       

 (0.030)       (0.031)      

ASVIt-1 -0.033        -0.013       

 (0.031)       (0.031)      

ASVIt-2 -0.032        -0.020       

 (0.030)       (0.031)      

ASVIt-3 

 

-0.036        -0.037       

 (0.029)       (0.030)      

△ ln SVIt   -0.059 **      -0.031     

   (0.030)       (0.030)    

△ ln SVIt-1   -0.068 **      -0.029     

   (0.034)       (0.034)    

△ ln SVIt-2   -0.075 **      -0.037     

   (0.034)       (0.034)    

△ ln SVIt-3   -0.073 **      -0.053 *     

   (0.030)       (0.030)    

N 10935          10935          10935  10935 

Adj. R2 0.276      0.276      0.250      0.250     

Notes: 1. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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for week two and three (SVI!,#(* and SVI!,#()), indicating that there is a lagging effect of 

search volume on stock return when controlling for AATV and using △ &'SVI!,#. In Model 

3, the coefficients of search volume show no significance. Both search volume indicators 

show that if there is an increase (decrease) in search volume this will generate a decrease 

(increase) in stock return. The coefficients of the control variable market return, Rm-Rf, 

are positively significant at the 1% level in all models. For the SMB variable we 

observe significant negative coefficients in all models, which are somewhat larger in 

Model 1 and 2. Moreover, the coefficients of HML and RMW are all positive, significant 

at the 1% level. The investment variable, CMA, also shows a positive correlation to stock 

return, although only significant when controlling for the high-low spread. Additionally, 

the coefficients of the illiquidity and trading volume variables are all positive, significant 

at the 1% level, albeit much smaller coefficients when controlling for AATV. Hence, if 

there is a positive (negative) shift in AATV there is also a positive (negative) shift in 

stock return. The adjusted R-squared values are around 0.28 in Model 1 and 2 and 0.25 

in Model 3 and 4.  

Table (23) presents estimation results based on Equations (19) and (20) for the PSI20 

sample. In terms of search volume, we observe overall positive coefficients but negative 

coefficients of the lagged search volume in week one and two (SVI!,#(&	and SVI!,#(*). 

However, the only coefficient of search volume which is significant, is the coefficient of 

lagged search volume in week three (SVI!,#()) in Model 1, which is positive. Moreover, 

the coefficients of Rm-Rf and RMW are all positively significant at the 1% level. The 

coefficients of SMB are all negative albeit not significant. For the variables HML and 

CMA, the coefficients are positive but again not statistically significant. Furthermore, the 

coefficients of average abnormal trading volume are negatively significant, although very 

small. The opposite is true for the coefficients of the high-low spread, which are positively 

significant and slightly larger than the coefficients of average abnormal trading volume. 

The adjusted R-squared values are approximately 0.14 in all models.  
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Table 23.  
SVI and stock returns for PSI20 controlling for liquidity. This table presents the regression results of Eqs. (14) and (15). SVI denotes 
search intensity, which is proxied by ASVI in Model 1 and by △ ln SVI in Model 2.  Rm-Rf  is the risk premium, SMB is the difference 
between average returns of small and large stocks, HML is the difference between the average returns of high and low book-to-
market stocks, RMW is the difference between the average return of the most profitable and least profitable stocks and CMA is the 
difference between the average return of firms that invest conservatively and aggressively. AATV represent the average abnormal 
trading volume and H-L spread is the high-low spread. 

 Controlling for AATV  Controlling for H-L spread 

 Model 1   Model 2  Model 3  Model 4 

Intercept -0.601 ***  -0.600 ***  -0.659 ***  -0.659 *** 

 (0.045)     (0.045)     (0.046)     (0.046)    

Rm-Rf 0.703 ***  0.703 ***  0.707 ***  0.708 *** 

 (0.029)     (0.029)     (0.029)     (0.029)    

SMB -0.084      -0.083      -0.090      -0.090     

 (0.079)     (0.079)     (0.079)     (0.079)    

HML 0.108      0.110      0.126      0.128     

 (0.084)     (0.084)     (0.084)     (0.084)    

RMW 0.758 ***  0.754 ***  0.759 ***  0.754 *** 

 (0.125)     (0.125)     (0.125)     (0.125)    

CMA 0.151      0.151      0.118      0.118     

 (0.157)     (0.158)     (0.157)     (0.157)    

AATV -0.001 **    -0.001 **       

 (0.000)     (0.000)        

H-L spread     0.093 ***  0.093 *** 

     (0.024)     (0.024)    

ASVIt 0.035        0.030       

 (0.035)       (0.035)      

ASVIt-1 -0.019        -0.019       

 (0.035)       (0.035)      

ASVIt-2 0.007        0.003       

 (0.035)       (0.035)      

ASVIt-3 

 

0.059 *        0.056       

 (0.034)       (0.034)      

△ ln SVIt   0.025        0.022     

   (0.035)       (0.035)    

△ ln SVIt-1   -0.011        -0.011     

   (0.041)       (0.041)    

△ ln SVIt-2   -0.015        -0.016     

   (0.041)       (0.041)    

△ ln SVIt-3   0.036        0.035     

   (0.035)       (0.035)    

N 5430          5430          5430  5430 

Adj. R2 0.135      0.135      0.137  0.137 

Notes: 1. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively.   
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6. Analysis & Discussion 

6.1. Univariate analysis  

The univariate results presented in Section 5 indicate mixed outcomes in terms of 

confirming past literature and the hypotheses formed. The univariate results of trading 

volume in relation to search volume show an overall positive relationship for three out of 

four indices, when observing the weekly data, which is weakly consistent with Hypothesis 

1a. Assuming that investors search for companies that have caught their attention, this 

confirms that investors will invest in stocks that have caught their attention in accordance 

with Barber and Odean (2008). This phenomenon is based on the assumptions that 

humans have bounded rationality as mentioned in the literature review (Barber and 

Odean, 2008). Hence, our results indicate that the expected utility theory, where people 

are assumed to be rational, does not hold.  

 

However, for OMXC25 there is a negative correlation between trading volume and search 

volume. The negative relationship for OMXC25 could possibly be explained by the 

conservative bias or belief persistence, outlined by Howard (2013) and Lord, Ross and 

Lepper (1979). That is, it is possible to assume that investors trade on information they 

originally have and do not trust new information that can be generated from search on the 

internet. This is also closely related to the “ostrich effect” which conveys that although 

companies are searched for, investors avoid monitoring their portfolios, resulting in no or 

negative trading volume. The positive relationship between search volume and trading 

volume for the other three markets suggests that opposite biases are true for Swedish, 

Spanish and Portuguese investors. In particular, these biases include the representative 

bias or the law of small numbers which refers to how people rely too much on recent 

experience (search) rather than long-term averages (Rabin, 2002). Nevertheless, provided 

that the analysis does not control for other factors, it is difficult to draw any solid 

conclusions from the result. Since the observed results of monthly data lack statistical 

significance, we mostly limit our analysis to the weekly results of trading volume. 

 

Furthermore, the univariate results of turnover rate in relation to search volume, suggest 

a positive correlation between change in search volume and change in turnover rate on a 

weekly basis, also weakly confirming Hypothesis 1a. When comparing differences across 
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the markets, we observe that the positive relationship between search volume and 

turnover rate is significantly stronger for the South European markets in comparison to 

the North European markets. Since the South European markets are assumed to be 

characterized by more uncertainty, these results can further strengthen the findings of 

previous studies that conclude that trading activity increases with investor attention and 

uncertainty. Although the weekly univariate results of turnover rate do not incorporate 

other control factors, the results are weakly consistent with Hypothesis 1b. 

Search volume effect on return, in the univariate analysis, shows mixed results of the 

different indices. In other words, we can neither confirm nor reject Hypothesis 2a as we 

observe both negative and positive relationships between search volume and return. Da, 

Engelberg and Gao (2011) among others states that with greater degree of investor 

recognition, stock prices are bound to increase in the short-run and hence this should 

generate an increase in stock return. Our univariate results only show significance for the 

weekly positive difference between the portfolio large and small for OMXC25, which is 

in line with Hypothesis 3a. Accordingly, this also contradicts the efficient market 

hypothesis, stating that the price of a stock should incorporate all available information. 

Hence, the search volume should not affect prices, since the information searched for 

already should be integrated in the price. 

Nevertheless, the univariate analysis reveals a weekly positive relationship between 

search volume and volatility for all indices.  This is in line with previous research which 

reports that investor attention is a driver of volatility in the short run (Vlastakis and 

Markellos, 2012; Andrei and Hasler, 2015; Hamid and Heiden, 2015). Furthermore, as 

previous literature shows that volatility closely relates to trading activity, this finding can 

further confirm Hypothesis 1a. We can also presume that this is due to the availability 

bias in the short run for investors. 

In regard to the high-low spread, the findings of the univariate analysis are insignificant 

which means that the relationship between search volume and illiquidity cannot be 

determined based on this result alone.  However, Bank, Larch and Peter (2011) addresses 

the fact that the negative relation between search volume and illiquidity is due to a 

reduction in asymmetric information cost, which is particularly strong for companies with 

low market capitalization. Since our sample only includes stocks of leading indices, we 
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presume that there are initially less severe asymmetric information costs compared to 

other stocks that are not included in a leading index. This is because stocks of leading 

indices are generally associated with mid to large market capitalization and higher analyst 

coverage. Following this notion, it is possible to assume that increased search volume 

does not reduce the marginal asymmetric costs as much as for other stocks not included 

in a leading index. Moreover, when comparing the search volume in relation to illiquidity 

without controlling for other factors, such as size, the negative relationship is not found. 

Hypothesis 2 can thus not be confirmed nor rejected from the univariate analysis of the 

high-low spread. 

However, the observed univariate results of Amihud (2002) ILLIQ measure contradicts 

the results above and shows a significant negative correlation between search volume and 

illiquidity. This can presumably be caused by differences in the computation of these 

illiquidity measures, i.e. the incorporation of different components. Nonetheless, the 

univariate results of Amihud’s (2002) ILLIQ measure, is consistent with Hypothesis 2, 

albeit it does not consider other control factors.  

In terms of the relationship between search volume and the relative bid ask spread, the 

findings are similar to the results of the high-low spread. In other words, we observe an 

overall positive relationship between search volume and the relative bid ask spread, which 

is insignificant. We can thus reason that the result also is affected by other factors, such 

as the size of the companies included in our samples, as mentioned above. Since the high-

low spread is an alternative estimator for bid-ask spread (Corwin and Schultz, 2012) the 

results of the univariate analysis using the bid-ask spread are bound to be similar. 

Furthermore, the results of the turnover price impact are similar to the results of the high-

low spread and the bid-ask spread. Accordingly, we conclude that search volume and its 

effect on illiquidity needs to be analysed more thoroughly with a multivariate regression, 

incorporating control variables, in order to conclude something from the result.  

The relationship between search volume and market value is also included in our 

univariate analysis. As aforementioned, the market values are denoted in billions and in 

the local currency, which limit the comparability between the indices. Nevertheless, we 

observe a general negative correlation between search volume and market value, albeit 

only significant for IBEX35 and PSI20. Put more broadly, the results assume more 
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searches for companies with less market value. This is in line with Bank, Larch and Peter 

(2011), who reason that there are larger information asymmetry costs for smaller 

companies than for larger companies. Hence, one could argue that investors are more 

motivated to search for information on the smaller companies. Although our sample of 

companies are biased toward medium to large market capitalization companies, we 

presume that the small difference in market value is affected by search volume. 

 

6.2. Multivariate analysis 

6.2.1. ATV  

From the regression results in Table (14), we find a significantly positive relationship 

between search volume and trading volume for all market indices, consistent with 

Hypothesis 1a. This is in accordance with the price pressure hypothesis, proposed by 

Barber and Odean (2008), who document that attention-grabbing stocks should be subject 

to temporary buying pressure, and in line with the empirical findings of Da, Engelberg 

and Gao (2011). Adding to this, the results are consistent with the evidence of a home 

bias implying that investors are more likely to invest in companies they are familiar with. 

The results are also consistent with the availability biases, suggesting that investors are 

more likely to invest in companies they have previously read or heard about.  

 

Hypothesis 1b states that the IBEX35 and PSI20 should experience a stronger correlation 

between search volume and trading volume due to the elevated risk aversion caused by 

the uncertainty in the economy. This rationale can also be linked to the prospect theory 

which provides the notion that losses cause a greater emotional impact than equal gains 

please. Hence, in uncertainty or in a recession, investors demand more information and 

are more inclined to reduce uncertainty and losses. The results from Table (14) reveal that 

the relationship between search volume and trading volume is strongest for the OMXC25 

sample, which is not consistent with Hypothesis 1b. Moreover, this relationship is 

weakest for OMXS30, which is in line with the hypothesis. 

 

Table (15) also presents evidence consistent with Hypothesis 1a, revealing a positive 

correlation between search volume and trading volume, significant on the 1% level. 

Similarly to the regression results in Table (15), the relationship for search volume and 
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trading volume is strongest for the OMXC25 sample, which does not support Hypothesis 

1b. However, since the adjusted R-square is very low, we argue that the model is not 

optimal for explaining the variance in trading volume.  

 

6.2.2. High-low spread 

From Table (16)-(19), it can be inferred that search volume is negatively related to 

illiquidity, although not statistically significant for IBEX35 and PSI20 when ASVI is 

used. Although the coefficients of search volume for IBEX35 and PSI20 are not all 

significant, the results are consistent with Hypothesis 2. This finding is in line with Bank, 

Larch and Peter (2011) among other scholars who reason that an increase in the search 

volume decreases the asymmetric information costs and thus the illiquidity. This suggests 

that the public interest captured by the Google search volume measures the degree to 

which a respective stock is traded by uninformed investors. Moreover, we argue that our 

results are not congruent with the univariate analysis regarding the high-low spread but 

in line with the univariate analysis regarding Amihud’s ILLIQ measure. As Bank, Larch 

and Peter (2011) points out that the liquidity effect is particularly strong for companies 

with low market capitalization, it is reasonable to assume that the contradictory results of 

the univariate analysis is due to size, among other variables, that are not controlled for. 

However, as aforementioned, since our sample only includes stocks of leading indices, 

we presume that there are less severe asymmetric information costs compared to other 

stocks that are not included in a leading index. That is, the stocks of leading indices are 

generally associated with higher analyst coverage which should mitigate the costs of 

asymmetric information. Nevertheless, as analyst coverage does not guarantee attention 

unless it is read or observed by the investor, this notion can be questioned.  

 

Regarding the control variables, the results indicate a positive relationship between 

trading activity and the high-low spread, with an exemption of the PSI20 sample, which 

is not in line with prior research and Hypothesis 1a. Provided that the high-low spread 

incorporates a volatility component, it can be argued that the volatility effect drives this 

positive relationship as the literature states that volatility and trading activity is closely 

related. The positive significant coefficients of volatility for all market indices, reinforces 

this notion. Intuitively, this would nevertheless imply that the negative relationship 
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between search volume and the high-low spread is driven by the liquidity component. 

Additionally, the high-low spread regressions suggest a negative relationship between 

market value and illiquidity which is in accordance with findings of other literature. 

Indeed, the lagging high-low spread variable shows significant positive coefficients for 

all market indices which is consistent with prior literature.  

 

6.2.3. Excess Return 

From Table (20) and Table (21) an overall positive correlation between search volume 

and excess stock return can be observed for the OMXS30 and the OMXC25 sample, 

although low or no significance in the regressions using ASVI as search volume. In other 

words, △ &'SVI!,# is more likely to correlate with return than abnormal search volume, 

perhaps because abnormal search volume adjusts for recent jumps in search volume 

which presumably affects return. Nonetheless, the multivariate results of these two 

indices are in line with Da, Engelberg and Gao (2011) among others who suggest that 

search volume is positively related to return. This is also true when controlling for either 

trading volume or the high-low spread. In particular, we conclude that changes in search 

volume has a lagging effect on return in the OMXS30 sample and an immediate and 

lagging effect on return in the OMXC25 sample. Accordingly, these findings are 

consistent with Hypothesis 3a. The control variables included from Fama and French 

(2014) five-factor model are however not all consistent with previous literature. We 

observe a negative correlation between SMB and return as well as between HML and 

return for OMXS30, albeit only significant for HML, which contradicts the findings of 

Adachi, Masuda and Takeda (2017). However, this relationship is significantly positive 

for SMB in Model 3 and 4 but insignificantly negative for HML in all models, for 

OMXC25.  One could presume that this is due to the data limitation of using the Fama 

and French (2014) five-factor variables from the entire European market. We thus believe 

that the results of the Fama and French (2014) variables would look different if these 

were computed for each separate market.  

The results of IBEX35, as presented in Table (22), shows a negative relationship between 

search volume and stock return which contradicts previous literature and the findings of 

OMXS30 and OMXC25, significant only when controlling for trading volume. We also 

observe significant negative correlation for the lagging search variables in one model, 
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suggesting that changes in search volume has a lagging effect as well as an immediate 

effect on stock return in the Spanish market. In some cases, this lagged effect on stock 

return is stronger than the immediate effect, which contradicts the findings of Adachi, 

Masuda and Takeda (2017), who find a stronger immediate correlation between search 

volume and return. Although the results of the PSI20 and IBEX35 sample are not 

consistent with Hypothesis 3a and Hypothesis 3b, the findings of IBEX35 reveal a 

negative relationship between search volume and return, confirming the findings of 

Heiberger (2015). Heiberger (2015) states that, in times of uncertainty, an increase in 

search volume can indicate bad news and subsequently falling prices and stock returns. 

As hypothesized, this reasoning is more applicable to the Spanish and Portuguese stock 

markets than the Swedish and Danish stock markets. However, given the negative 

relationship between search volume and return for IBEX35, we assume that this effect, 

outlined by Heiberger, is larger than the effect of the price pressure hypothesis.  

Table (23) shows the regression results of the PSI20 sample, which differs from 

OMXS30, OMXC25 and IBEX35 with regard to the search volume coefficients. Overall, 

no significance is observed for the relationship between search volume and return, 

although one coefficient of lagged search volume in week three is positive, significant at 

the 10% level. Furthermore, the results show an overall positive correlation with some 

lagging variables showing a negative correlation. Hence, the multivariate result of PSI20 

can neither reject nor confirm Hypothesis 3a or 3b.  
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7. Conclusion  
The purpose of this study is to better understand the relationship between investor 

attention and stock price movement in the European markets: Sweden, Denmark, Spain 

and Portugal. In particular, we use Google search volume of company names as a proxy 

for investor attention attracted by a specific company and study the implications for 

trading activity, liquidity and stock return. With similar reasoning as Da, Engelberg and 

Gao (2011), we argue that the aggregate search volume in Google is a direct and 

unambiguous measure of attention. In contrast to Da, Engelberg and Gao (2011), we use 

company names instead of ticker symbols to capture the attention the company is 

receiving from a much broader audience. We apply this attention measure to all stocks 

that compose each country’s leading stock index between January 2009 and December 

2019. We begin our analysis by conducting a univariate analysis, comparing average 

stock characteristics of portfolios sorted on signed changes in Google search volume. To 

further deepen our analysis, we include alternative measures of illiquidity in the 

univariate analysis. Beyond that, we perform regression models where the abnormal 

trading volume, high-low spread and excess stock return is modelled as a function of 

search volume, controlling for a set of variables.  

 

From the multivariate analysis, we find a significant positive relationship between search 

volume and trading volume and thus investor attention, for all market indices, consistent 

with the price pressure hypothesis of Barber and Odean (2008) and the empirical results 

of Da, Engelberg and Gao (2011). The positive relationship is more pronounced in the 

indices of Denmark and Spain. Consistent with our predictions, we also find a significant 

negative relationship between search volume and the illiquidity measure, high-low 

spread, for the respective markets. This is also observed in the univariate analysis when 

using the illiquidity measure of Amihud (2002). This finding is in line with Bank, Larch 

and Peter (2011) among other scholars who conclude that increased search volume should 

mitigate asymmetric information costs and thus the illiquidity. Therefore, we conclude 

that the negative relationship between search volume and liquidity is most likely due to 

changes in the asymmetric information costs. Conclusively, we observe a positive short-

run relationship between search volume and stock return for the stock indices of Sweden 

and Denmark, after controlling for the Fama and French (2014) five-factor model. For 
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the index of Portugal, we observe a weak positive relationship, although not sufficiently 

significant. In contrast, our results of the Spain index, reveal a negative short-run 

relationship between search volume and stock return. This confirms the findings of 

Heiberger (2015), who document a negative relationship in times of great uncertainty. 

Hence, we find that there are some differences in the relationship between investor 

attention and stock price movements across the four European markets, that appears to be 

more pronounced for stock return. We attribute this observation to differences in the level 

of economic uncertainty in the markets.  
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8. Application and future research  
There are several applications for the results in this study. First, the conclusions of our 

study shed additional light on the effects of investor attention on financial markets, which 

is of interest to scholars within this field of research. Second, our conclusion regarding 

the relationship between Google search volume and returns provides further evidence that 

Google search volume can be used as a proxy for investor attention. This has implications 

for trading strategies, since enhanced means of modelling investor attention could 

potentially increase forecasting accuracy of stock price movements and liquidity. 

 

Our study aims to compare Southern and Northern Europe regarding the relationship 

between Google search volume and effects on the stock market. Since the sample of firms 

in this study is limited to only two markets within each region, there are certain limitations 

in terms of generalizability and transferability of our findings. To draw any general 

conclusions regarding differences between Southern and Northern Europe, one would 

preferably include several additional countries in the analysis. To further increase 

generalizability, one could also argue for an inclusion of small cap companies and 

companies that are not included in a leading index. An addition of such companies would 

make the sample more representative to the broader market, and ultimately enhance the 

validity of the results in this study. However, as mentioned above, the possibility to add 

smaller companies to the sample is limited by insufficient Google search data. 

 

Moreover, as mentioned in the methodology section, the Fama and French (2014) five 

factors used in this study are based on the aggregated European market and not on each 

local market. Hence, there are shortcomings with respect to the control variables used in 

the return regression model. In order to increase the validity of the results of the return 

regression, one would ideally compute the country specific Fama and French factors.  

 

There is still much research that can be made on the effects of investor attention and 

Google search volume on financial markets. For example, by observing the arguably low 

R-squared in some of the regression models in this study, we conclude that there likely 

are additional factors that should be considered when studying the relationship between 

search volume and effects in financial markets. Moreover, due to the aforementioned 
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limitations associated with the sample of companies in this study, we suggest future 

research to include larger samples from the broader stock market, including also small 

cap companies. This would create less bias towards mid and large cap companies and 

provide more generalisable results. Furthermore, as for previous literature, this study 

focuses mainly on the behaviour of individual investors. A complementary perspective 

would be to further study the behaviour of institutional investors in addition to individual 

investors. Conclusively, since Google search volume can be used as a quantifiable proxy 

for investor interest and attention, there are arguably other potential applications for it 

within related fields of research.  
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Appendices 
Table A1. 
Correlation matrix for the OMXS30 (Sweden) illiquidity regression. This table presents time series 
means of weekly correlations for the independent variables in Eq. (9) of OMXS30. 

Variables △ ln 
SVIt-1 

ASVIt-1 
ln 
MVt-1 

RETt-1 STDVt-1 TVt-1 TOt-1 
H-L 
spreadt-1 

△ ln SVIt-1 1 0,661 0,006 0,016 0,084 0,023 0,010 0,006 

ASVIt-1  1 0,004 0,003 0,109 0,032 0,014 0,011 

ln MVt-1   1 -0,008 -0,201 0,624 -0,052 -0,194 

RETt-1    1 0,011 0,007 0,020 -0,025 

STDVt-1     1 0,125 0,229 0,389 

TVt-1      1 0,188 0,049 

TOt-1       1 0,195 

H-L spreadt-1        1 

 
Table A2. 
Correlation matrix for the OMXC25 (Denmark) illiquidity regression. This table presents time series 
means of weekly correlations for the independent variables in Eq. (9) of OMXC25. 

Variables △ ln 
SVIt-1 

ASVIt-1 
ln 
MVt-1 

RETt-1 STDVt-1 TVt-1 TOt-1 
H-L 
spreadt-1 

△ ln SVIt-1 1 0,671 0,005 0,012 0,162 0,041 0,028 0,012 

ASVIt-1  1 0,019 0,024 0,213 0,087 0,041 0,045 

ln MVt-1   1 -0,020 -0,090 0,787 -0,204 -0,143 

RETt-1    1 -0,016 -0,013 0,010 -0,034 

STDVt-1     1 0,193 0,203 0,354 

TVt-1      1 0,080 -0,010 

TOt-1       1 0,101 

H-L spreadt-1        1 
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Table A3. 
Correlation matrix for the IBEX35 (Spain) illiquidity regression. This table presents time series means 
of weekly correlations for the independent variables in Eq. (9) of IBEX35. 

Variables △ ln 
SVIt-1 

ASVIt-1 
ln 
MVt-1 

RETt-1 STDVt-1 TVt-1 TOt-1 
H-L 
spreadt-1 

△ ln SVIt-1 1 0,661 0,000 -0,013 0,064 0,012 0,029 0,003 

ASVIt-1  1 -0,012 -0,012 0,088 0,027 0,071 0,014 

ln MVt-1   1 0,003 -0,122 0,828 -0,179 -0,150 

RETt-1    1 0,011 -0,006 -0,017 -0,043 

STDVt-1     1 0,078 0,228 0,314 

TVt-1      1 0,147 -0,061 

TOt-1       1 0,113 

H-L spreadt-1        1 

 
Table A4. 
Correlation matrix for the PSI20 (Portugal) illiquidity regression. This table presents time series means 
of weekly correlations for the independent variables in Eq. (9) of PSI20. 

Variables △ ln 
SVIt-1 

ASVIt-1 
ln 
MVt-1 

RETt-1 STDVt-1 TVt-1 TOt-1 
H-L 
spreadt-1 

△ ln SVIt-1 1 0,660 -0,013 0,034 0,052 -0,004 0,015 0,020 

ASVIt-1  1 -0,067 0,030 0,058 -0,059 0,016 0,044 

ln MVt-1   1 -0,021 -0,246 0,879 0,085 -0,358 

RETt-1    1 0,044 -0,005 0,013 0,011 

STDVt-1     1 -0,060 0,127 0,346 

TVt-1      1 0,218 -0,278 

TOt-1       1 0,012 

H-L spreadt-1        1 
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Table A5. 
Correlation matrix for the OMXS30 (Sweden) ATV regressions. This 
table presents time series means of weekly correlations for the 
independent variables in Eqs. (13) and (14) of OMXS30. 

Variables △ ln 
SVI 

ASVI ln MV 1/P AATV 

△ ln SVI 1 0,661 0,006 0,016 0,084 

ASVI  1 0,004 0,003 0,109 

ln MV   1 -0,008 -0,201 

1/P    1 0,011 

AATV     1 

 
Table A6. 
Correlation matrix for the OMXC25 (Denmark) ATV regressions. This 
table presents time series means of weekly correlations for the 
independent variables in Eqs. (13) and (14) of OMXC25. 

Variables △ ln 
SVI 

ASVI ln MV 1/P AATV 

△ ln SVI 1 0,669 0,005 -0,003 0,017 

ASVI  1 0,028 0,008 0,069 

ln MV   1 -0,520 0,291 

1/P    1 -0,226 

AATV     1 
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Table A7. 
Correlation matrix for the IBEX35 (Spain) ATV regressions. This table 
presents time series means of weekly correlations for the independent 
variables in Eqs. (13) and (14) of IBEX35. 

Variables △ ln 
SVI 

ASVI ln MV 1/P AATV 

△ ln SVI 1 0,654 -0,005 -0,006 0,019 

ASVI  1 -0,008 -0,010 0,069 

ln MV   1 -0,004 0,017 

1/P    1 -0,057 

AATV     1 

 
Table A8. 
Correlation matrix for the PSI20 (Portugal) ATV regressions. This 
table presents time series means of weekly correlations for the 
independent variables in Eqs. (13) and (14) of PSI20. 

Variables △ ln 
SVI 

ASVI ln MV 1/P AATV 

△ ln SVI 1 0,673 -0,005 0,004 0,005 

ASVI  1 -0,027 0,014 0,024 

ln MV   1 -0,275 0,067 

1/P    1 -0,068 

AATV     1 
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Table A9. 
Correlation matrix for the OMXS30 (Sweden) return regression. This table presents time series means of weekly correlations for the independent variables in 
Eqs. (15) and (16) of OMXS30. 

Variable
s 

△ ln 
SVIt 

△ ln 
SVIt-1 

△ ln 
SVIt-2 

△ ln 
SVIt-1-

3 

ASVIt 
ASVIt-

1 

ASVIt-

2 

ASVIt-

3 Rm-Rf SMB HML RMW CMA AAT
V 

H-L 
spread 

△ ln 
SVIt 

1 -0,418 -0,035 -0,035 0,665 -0,558 -0,081 -0,041 0,014 0,000 0,018 0,029 0,007 0,037 0,000 

△ ln 
SVIt-1 

 1 -0,424 -0,041 0,102 0,640 -0,564 -0,090 -0,024 0,024 0,003 0,008 0,006 0,014 0,001 

△ ln 
SVIt-2 

  1 -0,422 0,068 0,117 0,638 -0,549 0,003 -0,013 -0,007 0,010 -0,008 0,020 -0,001 

△ ln 
SVIt-1-3 

   1 0,025 0,078 0,134 0,654 0,009 0,016 -0,003 -0,006 -0,014 0,028 0,018 

ASVIt     1 0,232 0,099 0,009 -0,004 0,001 0,011 0,039 -0,003 0,087 0,008 

ASVIt-1      1 0,256 0,111 -0,020 -0,001 -0,007 0,004 -0,014 0,053 0,007 

ASVIt-2       1 0,273 0,008 -0,031 -0,014 -0,005 -0,023 0,043 0,008 

ASVIt-3        1 0,009 -0,022 0,002 -0,022 -0,011 0,027 0,009 

Rm-Rf         1 -0,329 0,330 -0,012 -0,092 -0,134 -0,067 

SMB         
  1 -0,215 0,063 0,047 0,080 0,059 

HML          
  1 0,163 0,252 -0,061 0,034 

RMW           
  1 0,321 0,007 0,191 

CMA            
  1 0,142 0,178 

AATV             
  1 0,111 

H-L 
spread              

  1 
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Table A10. 
Correlation matrix for the OMXC25 (Denmark) return regression. This table presents time series means of weekly correlations for the independent 
variables in Eqs. (15) and (16) of OMXC25. 

Variabl
es 

△ ln 
SVIt 

△ ln 
SVIt-1 

△ ln 
SVIt-2 

△ ln 
SVIt-1-

3 

ASVIt 
ASVIt-

1 

ASVIt-

2 

ASVIt-

3 Rm-Rf SMB HML RMW CMA AAT
V 

H-L 
spread 

△ ln 
SVIt 

1 -0,411 -0,060 -0,020 0,669 -0,574 -0,092 -0,024 -0,013 0,015 -0,018 0,013 0,020 0,017 0,010 

△ ln 
SVIt-1 

 1 -0,422 -0,056 0,115 0,652 -0,581 -0,103 -0,006 0,007 0,024 0,023 0,013 0,030 0,001 

△ ln 
SVIt-2 

  1 -0,419 0,043 0,128 0,663 -0,554 -0,006 -0,007 -0,031 -0,036 -0,034 0,017 0,010 

△ ln 
SVIt-1-3 

   1 0,018 0,048 0,129 0,669 0,002 0,008 0,010 -0,005 -0,007 -0,001 0,004 

ASVIt     1 0,207 0,057 -0,009 -0,014 0,008 -0,016 0,014 0,006 0,069 0,024 

ASVIt-1      1 0,221 0,061 0,000 -0,008 0,003 -0,001 -0,026 0,056 0,012 

ASVIt-2       1 0,234 0,011 -0,019 -0,027 -0,037 -0,044 0,025 0,011 

ASVIt-3        1 0,018 -0,014 0,014 0,006 -0,004 0,009 0,006 

Rm-Rf         1 -0,338 0,293 0,030 -0,063 -0,063 -0,031 

SMB         
  1 -0,210 0,063 0,074 -0,052 0,057 

HML          
  1 0,174 0,289 -0,069 0,032 

RMW           
  1 0,308 -0,231 0,104 

CMA            
  1 -0,042 0,107 

AATV             
  1 -0,053 

H-L 
spread              

  1 
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Table A11. 
Correlation matrix for the IBEX35 (Spain) return regression. This table presents time series means of weekly correlations for the independent variables in 
Eqs. (15) and (16) of IBEX35. 

Variabl
es 

△ ln 
SVIt 

△ ln 
SVIt-1 

△ ln 
SVIt-2 

△ ln 
SVIt-1-

3 

ASVIt 
ASVIt-

1 

ASVIt-

2 

ASVIt-

3 Rm-Rf SMB HML RMW CMA AAT
V 

H-L 
spread 

△ ln 
SVIt 

1 -0,417 -0,056 -0,014 0,654 -0,547 -0,077 -0,014 -0,002 0,012 0,001 0,025 0,009 0,019 -0,002 

△ ln 
SVIt-1 

 1 -0,412 -0,072 0,125 0,649 -0,544 -0,089 -0,008 0,012 0,010 0,033 0,020 0,025 0,005 

△ ln 
SVIt-2 

  1 -0,404 0,056 0,135 0,650 -0,531 0,014 -0,022 0,013 -0,026 -0,017 0,017 -0,007 

△ ln 
SVIt-1-3 

   1 0,021 0,047 0,142 0,649 -0,002 0,004 -0,011 -0,011 -0,014 0,007 0,023 

ASVIt     1 0,259 0,112 0,042 0,001 0,003 0,017 0,031 0,021 0,069 0,012 

ASVIt-1      1 0,267 0,112 0,004 -0,013 0,020 -0,001 0,012 0,056 0,016 

ASVIt-2       1 0,279 0,015 -0,026 0,009 -0,045 -0,012 0,032 0,014 

ASVIt-3        1 -0,003 -0,004 -0,011 -0,018 0,008 0,016 0,022 

Rm-Rf         1 -0,346 0,320 -0,023 -0,076 -0,104 -0,078 

SMB         
  1 -0,229 0,092 0,057 0,140 0,114 

HML          
  1 0,130 0,243 -0,003 -0,019 

RMW           
  1 0,304 0,085 0,161 

CMA            
  1 0,147 0,123 

AATV             
  1 0,112 

H-L 
spread               1 
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Table A12. 
Correlation matrix for the PSI20 (Portugal) return regression. This table presents time series means of weekly correlations for the independent variables 
in Eqs. (15) and (16) of PSI20. 

Variabl
es 

△ ln 
SVIt 

△ ln 
SVIt-1 

△ ln 
SVIt-2 

△ ln 
SVIt-1-

3 

ASVIt 
ASVIt-

1 

ASVIt-

2 

ASVIt-

3 Rm-Rf SMB HML RMW CMA AAT
V 

H-L 
spread 

△ ln 
SVIt 

1 -0,453 -0,033 -0,002 0,673 -0,557 -0,043 -0,008 0,016 0,013 0,011 0,010 -0,010 0,005 0,018 

△ ln 
SVIt-1 

 1 -0,448 -0,023 0,081 0,675 -0,546 -0,041 -0,003 -0,001 0,003 0,005 0,006 0,002 -0,016 

△ ln 
SVIt-2 

  1 -0,451 0,038 0,081 0,670 -0,545 0,009 -0,021 -0,001 -0,008 -0,004 0,014 0,000 

△ ln 
SVIt-1-3 

   1 0,036 0,043 0,076 0,660 0,000 -0,007 -0,024 0,011 -0,017 -0,006 0,003 

ASVIt     1 0,219 0,114 0,052 0,027 -0,008 0,013 0,004 -0,020 0,024 0,027 

ASVIt-1      1 0,227 0,120 0,007 -0,018 -0,004 -0,009 -0,008 0,029 0,005 

ASVIt-2       1 0,233 0,015 -0,022 -0,006 -0,021 -0,015 0,037 0,020 

ASVIt-3        1 0,000 0,006 -0,009 -0,011 -0,010 0,028 0,020 

Rm-Rf         1 -0,336 0,312 -0,008 -0,076 -0,039 -0,051 

SMB         
  1 -0,215 0,086 0,064 -0,041 0,078 

HML          
  1 0,147 0,266 -0,057 -0,032 

RMW           
  1 0,300 -0,101 0,066 

CMA            
  1 -0,024 0,058 

AATV             
  1 -0,079 

H-L 
spread              

  1 

 
 


